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After enduring scorching
heat for several weeks, the

national capital on Friday wit-
nessed heavy rainfall, breaking
an 88-year record of precipita-
tion in a single day, causing
flooding and massive traffic
jams across the city. 
According to the
Meteorological Department,
Delhi recorded 228.1 mm of
rainfall between 8:30am on
Thursday and 8:30am on
Friday, the highest 24-hour
rainfall in June since 1936.

The IMD data showed 148.5
mm of rain, much of this
coming in just a three-hour
window between 2:30 am
5:30 am. "The highest ever
rainfall recorded in 24 hours
at Safdarjung, the primary
observatory of Delhi, during
the month of June was 235.5
mm on June 28, 1936. The
228.1 mm of rainfall in the
24 hours ending at 8.30 am
on Friday is three times
more than the June rainfall
average of 74.1 mm and the
highest for the month since
1936. On June 24, 1936,
235.5 mm rainfall was

recorded in the month of
June in Delhi. On June 24,
1933, 139.7 mm rainfall was
recorded while Delhi
recorded 191.6 mm rainfall
on June 30, 1981," the IMD
said. 
"They are checking 24-hour
rainfall records for every year
since then to see whether this
is the second-highest spell
after that," officials added.
IMD data showed 228.1 mm
of rainfall was recorded at
Safdarjung, the city's primary
weather station, 192.8 mm at
Lodhi Road, Mausam
Bhavan, 150.4 mm at Ridge,

106.6 mm at Palam, and 66.3
mm at Ayanagar in the last 20
to 30 hours. The IMD, which
defines very heavy rain as
rainfall amounting to
between 124.5 and 244.4 mm
in a day, said later in the
morning that the monsoon
has arrived. The downpour
began around 3 am.
In many residential areas,
locals had to wade through
knee-deep to waist-deep
water to leave their homes.
Water-logging in many areas
of the city led to a flood-like
situation forcing vehicles to
crawl in massive traffic jams. 
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Heavy rain accompanied
by thunderstorms and

lightning, hit Delhi-NCR in
the small hours of Friday
morning causing severe water-
logging and flooding in vari-
ous parts of the national
Capital. 
Flooded roads witnessed
massive gridlock and miles-
long traffic snarls causing too
much inconvenience to road

users. 
Under the impact of the
downpour, a portion of a
canopy at the Indira Gandhi
International Airport's
Terminal 1 (T1) collapsed
and fell down killing a cab
driver and injuring at least
six others. The falling debris
enshrouded several cars
parked under the canopy.
Following the incident,
departure of all flights from
Terminal 1 were temporarily

suspended and shifted to
Terminal -3.
Suspension of operations at
T-1 comes at a time when the
expanded terminal was
supposed to open after a
long wait. Passengers now
stare at chaos in the
oncoming weekend of
summer holiday and peak
travel season as Delhi and
NCR schools reopen from
July 1 onwards. A Delhi
International Airport

Limited (DIAL) statement
said that a technical
committee had been set up
to investigate the roof
collapse.
Union Minister of Civil
Aviation Kinjarapu
Rammohan Naidu took
stock of the situation after
the roof collapse and rushed
to Safdarjung Hospital to
visit those affected. "We are
taking this incident very
seriously", Naidu said. 
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Hemant Soren gets bail
����������

Ranchi: The High Court of Jharkhand on
Friday granted bail to former Chief
Minister Hemant Soren in a money
laundering case linked to a land scam.
The court had on June 13 reserved its
order on Soren's bail plea.
...The petitioner is directed to be released
on bail on furnishing bail bond of �50,000
with two sureties of the like amount each,"
said the order passed by the single bench of
Justice Rongon Mukhopadhyay.

that the government and
Opposition are together in
addressing concerns of
students," Rahul said.
The House also witnessed
some unusual scenes as
Rahul Gandhi claimed his
microphone was turned off
and asked the Speaker to
switch it on, to which the

latter gave a prompt
rejoinder. "I don't have any
button to switch off the
microphone. There existed
a similar set-up earlier.
“There is no mechanism to
gag the microphone," Birla
retorted.
Rajya Sabha too witnessed
chaotic scenes as
Opposition members,
demanding a discussion on
the alleged irregularities in
the conduct of the National
Eligibility cum Entrance
Test (NEET), raised slogans
and entered the Well of the
House during the
discussion on the Motion of
Thanks on the President's
address. Congress MP
Phulo Devi Netam fainted
earlier due to blood
pressure and Dhankhar
instituted for
arrangements.
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The NEET and NET row
rocked Parliament on

Friday with the Congress-led
Opposition alleging their voice
was being muzzled and the
BJP-led ruling alliance NDA
declaring that the government
was ready for discussion as per
tradition and by maintaining
decorum.
While proceedings of the
Lok Sabha were adjourned
for the day before noon, the
attempts to run Rajya Sabha
ended with Chairman
Jagdeep Dhankar remarks of
"worst sacrilege that could
be committed for this
temple of democracy"
following heated exchange
of words with Leader of
Opposition in Rajya Sabha
Mallikarjun Kharge who
stepped in the Well of the
House. Kharge claimed he
was forced to take the step
as he was being humiliated
by the Chair and his voice
along with those of other
Opposition members went
unheard.
Both Dhankar and Speaker
Om Birla and Parliamentary
Affairs Minister Kiren Rijiju
told Opposition members
that they could discuss the
matter during the course of
the Motion of Thanks on the
President's address but the

Opposition insisted on their
demand for a discussion on
matters related to the
National Eligibility-cum-
Entrance Test (NEET).
As members from the
Congress, TMC and DMK
parties stormed the Well,
Rijiju said it was for the first
time that the Opposition is
seen demanding a
discussion on an issue
before the House takes up
the Motion of Thanks on the
President's address.
In the Lok Sabha, Leader of
Opposition Rahul Gandhi
said the NEET issue is a very
important issue for the
whole country and they
want a dedicated discussion
in the House on the matter.
Hence, the adjournment
motion should be accepted,
he said. "Parliament should
send message to the youth

NEET not so neat in Parliament
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CII focuses on Cloud's impact on MSMES and digital transformation
PNS : JAMSHEDPUR

The Confederation of Indian
Industry (CII) Jharkhand
organized a high-profile ses-
sion on Cloud computing,
themed “Accelerate, Innovate
and Expand Securely.” The
event saw professional lead-
ers from various industries
deliberating on emerging
technologies and their poten-
tial impact on cloud services.
Notably, experts from Oracle
shared valuable insights on
understanding cloud technol-
ogy with Oracle.

Diloo Parikh, Chairman of
CII Jamshedpur Zonal Council
& Managing Director of
Vaidehi Motors Pvt Ltd,
emphasized the rapid
advancement of India's digital

business landscape. He attrib-
uted this progress to techno-
logical innovations, support-
ive government policies, and
a vibrant startup ecosystem.

Highlighting the exponential
growth of the cloud comput-
ing industry, Parikh noted
that its global valuation of
$371 billion is projected to

surpass $832 billion by 2025.
This underscores the pivotal
role of cloud technology in
shaping India's digital future.

Sarajit Jha, Convenor of

CII Jharkhand ICT, Startup
and Innovation Panel & Chief
Business Transformation and
Business Solutions at TATA
Steel, remarked on the indis-
pensability of cloud technolo-
gy for growth, with AI adop-
tion being the ultimate goal.
He identified three key
aspects within the cloud para-
digm—accessing data and
digital infrastructure, sepa-
rating innovation from infra-
structure, and democratizing
data—as essential for foster-
ing secure innovation. Jha
emphasized the importance
of robust organizational
frameworks, particularly in
processes such as campaign
to order, procure to pay, hir-
ing capabilities, and record to
report. He stated that despite

potential challenges, the
cloud journey accelerates
innovation, enhances securi-
ty, and facilitates efficient AI
utilization globally. Sanjay
Sabherwal, Chairman of CII
Eastern Region MSME
Subcommittee & Managing
Director of Metalwork
Industries Ltd, highlighted the
significance of accelerating
and innovating for India’s 6.4
crore MSMEs, over 99% of
which are micro enterprises.
He noted that the late 1990s'
introduction of self-owned
businesses revolutionized
global work practices. Cloud
technology offers unmatched
agility, stability, and scalabili-
ty, transforming MSME oper-
ations without significant
upfront investment. This

democratization empowers
micro enterprises to leverage
IT and digitalization for busi-
ness enhancement. Rohit
Goyal, Director of IEMCO
Industries Pvt Ltd, under-
scored the importance of
investing in digital capabili-
ties for Indian companies to
secure long-term sustainabili-
ty in a digital-first world. He
pointed out that cloud com-
puting and the data revolu-
tion have been instrumental
in accelerating digital trans-
formation across enterprises
and governments in India,
leveraging infrastructure,
platforms, and software solu-
tions. Goyal emphasized that
cloud computing's transfor-
mative advantages enhance
operational efficiency and

competitiveness, crucial for
the future success of MSMEs.

The CII Jharkhand Session
on Cloud served as a forum
for participants to engage
with Oracle professionals,
indulge in interactive discus-
sions, and learn best practices
in the domain. Eminent
speakers who shared their
views included Mrinal K Pal,
Chief IT Infra, Network and
Cybersecurity at Tata Steel
Ltd; Nitin Jhunjhunwala,
Partner – Risk Advisory at
Deloitte India; Sreedhara
Srinivasulu Narayanaswamy,
Head of Innovation Centers at
Oracle; Debapriya Nandan,
Senior Sales Director - Tech
Cloud at Oracle; and Partha
Kanjilal, Master Principal
Cloud Architect at Oracle.

Chairman of National Commission 
for Safai Karamcharis Visits Bokaro
PNS : BOKARO

The Chairman of the
National Commission for
Safai Karamcharis (NCSK),
Ministry of Social Justice and
Empowerment, Government
of India,  M. Venkatesan,
arrived in Bokaro late
evening .

On June 27,  Venkatesan
visited the Bokaro Steel Plant
(BSL) in the afternoon,
where he toured key units
including the Coke Oven,
Blast Furnace, SMS-2/CCS,
and Hot Strip Mill. Following
the plant tour,  Venkatesan
held a meeting with senior
BSL officials at Bokaro
Niwas. The meeting was
attended by BSL's Executive
Director Incharge C.R.
Mahapatra, Executive
Director (Finance &
Accounts)  Suresh Rangani,

Executive Director (HR &
Additional Charge Works)
Rajan Prasad, Chief Medical
Officer Dr. B.B. Karunamay,
Chief General Manager (HR)
Hari Mohan Jha, Chief
General Manager (Town
Administration)  Kundan
Kumar, and other senior offi-
cials. Representatives of the
safai karamcharis (sanitation
workers) working at BSL
were also present at the
meeting.

During the meeting,
Venkatesan reviewed issues
related to safai karamcharis
at BSL and provided neces-
sary directives. In addition to
the meeting with BSL, he
also held a separate meeting
with officials from BPSCL
(Bokaro Power Supply
Company Limited).

After concluding the
meetings, Venkatesan
departed from Bokaro late in
the evening.

Inspection of BSL
Yard by South
Eastern Railway GM
PNS : BOKARO

Bokaro, Jharkhand – On June 27, South Eastern Railway
General Manager Shri Anil Kumar Mishra, along with senior
railway officials, inspected the BKSC Yard and the SWS Yard of
Bokaro Steel Plant (BSL). Animesh Kumar Jha, Chief General
Manager (Traffic) of BSL, welcomed them.

During the inspection, detailed discussions were held on
various coordination issues between SAIL and the railways.
The Chief General Manager (Traffic) briefed the railway offi-
cials about BSL's future expansion projects and discussed the
need for regular rake supply to handle increased raw materi-
al loading and finished product dispatch in the future.

The railway officials assured full cooperation and gathered
information related to BSL's expansion projects.

JMC: Bulk waste generators
to adopt on-site composting
PNS : JAMSHEDPUR

In a pivotal meeting held at
the Jugsalai Municipal
Council Office Auditorium to
address the waste manage-
ment practices of bulk waste
generators were asked to
manage their wet waste on
their premises. The move is
aligned with the Swachh
Survey 2024 under "Swachh
Bharat Mission (Urban) 2.0".

The session convened
operators and representa-
tives from various institu-
tions and establishments,
including hotels, restaurants,
commercial buildings, hospi-
tals, marriage halls, banquet
halls, marketing complexes,
and residential societies,
generating 50-100 kg of wet
waste daily.

Bulk Waste Generators
were instructed to imple-
ment on-site composting for
their wet waste and to
ensure dry waste is handed
over to the door-to-door
garbage collection vehicles
provided by the Jugsalai
Municipal Council.

During the session
detailed guidelines were pro-
vided on managing wet
waste, including vegetable
and fruit peels, leftover food,

and other organic materials.
Emphasis was placed on

the mandatory separation of
waste at the source to
streamline the disposal
process. 3R Principle:
Participants were educated
on the 3R principle (Reduce,
Reuse, Recycle) to promote
sustainable waste manage-
ment practices.

Strategies were discussed
for making events like par-
ties, weddings, and gather-
ings held in hotels and mar-
riage halls zero waste,
emphasizing minimal envi-
ronmental impact.

A comprehensive expla-
nation of the on-site com-
posting process was shared,
encouraging establishments
to adopt this sustainable
practice.

During the meeting, par-
ticipants shared their experi-
ences and challenges in

waste disposal, contributing
to a collaborative effort to
enhance waste management
practices. Representatives
from Hotel Raj Rasoi, A.B.
Palace, Royal Marriage Hall,
Gurudwara Managing
Committee, Rajasthan Shiv
Mandir, and Agrasen
Bhawan were in attendance.

The meeting saw the
presence of several key fig-
ures, including the Executive
Officer of Jugsalai Municipal
Council, City Manager, Junior
Engineer, Sanitation Expert,
and representatives from
PMC and Cube Adityapur
Waste Management Private
Limited.

This initiative marks a
significant step towards
achieving the objectives of
the Swachh Bharat Mission
(Urban) 2.0, ensuring a
cleaner and more sustain-
able urban environment.

English Elocution
Competition at PAS Bokaro

PNS : BOKARO

The Pentecostal Assembly
School's Primary Wing host-
ed its Annual English
Elocution Competition on
June 28, 2024. The event

showcased the oratory tal-
ents of students from Nursery
to Grade 5, divided into two
segments: Nursery to Grade 2
and Grades 3 to 5.

The youngest participants
charmed the audience with

rhymes and poems on
"Nature and Seasons," dis-
playing remarkable confi-
dence and clarity.Also
Students from Grades 3 to 5
recited poems by famous
poets, demonstrating their
growing proficiency in public
speaking. Principal Dr.
Karuna Prasad emphasized
the importance of poetry in
developing linguistic skills
and encouraged continued
exploration of elocution. The
event highlighted the school's
commitment to fostering a
love for language and the
arts.

PNS : JAMSHEDPUR

A three-day photography
workshop was inaugurated
today in the Mass
Communication Department
of Karim City College.
Photographer Naresh Sablok
from Tata Steel participated
as the resource person, shar-
ing his expertise and passion
with eager students.

In his opening remarks,
Sablok emphasized the
importance of understanding
the mood of the subject in
achieving excellent photogra-
phy. He explained that the
frame we create is more sig-
nificant than the model of the
equipment used. Throughout

the workshop, he provided
technical insights on various
lenses, filters, and key pho-
tography terms like aperture,
focus, and shutter speed.
Sablok advocated for manual
photography over automatic
settings, detailing the precau-
tions necessary when captur-
ing manual shots. He also
demonstrated composition
and framing techniques using
his own photographs. Forty
students from various semes-
ters of undergraduate and
postgraduate classes in the
Mass Communication
Department are participating
in the workshop. The stu-
dents expressed great enthu-
siasm and interest, many

thanking  Sablok and show-
ing a keen interest in pursu-
ing photography as a career.

The first session was fol-
lowed by practical exercises
led by senior studio executive
Syed Sajid Parvez and studio
executive Syed Shahzeb
Parvez. Tomorrow, students
will practice photography at
Jubilee Park, capturing
images on assigned topics
using both cameras and
mobile phones. On the final
day,  Sablok will analyze the
students' photographs, offer-
ing tips for improvement.

The workshop began with
a welcome address by the
head of the department, Dr.
Neha Tiwari, who introduced
Sablok. Faculty member Dr.
Rashmi Kumari was also
present. College principal Dr.
Mohammad Riyaz congratu-
lated the department, high-
lighting the benefits of such
workshops for students.

The Mass Communication
Department of Karim City
College, established 26 years
ago, is the oldest and most
prestigious in the city, with
alumni who have made sig-
nificant contributions to the
media field nationwide. The
college is currently admitting
new students, open to those
with over 45% marks in their
12th-grade exams.

Hands-on photography training
enthralls students at Karim City College

PNS : DALTONGANJ

A psycho neurotic person identified as Upender Vishwakarma
hurt a one and half year old child with a sword.

The child suffered from a lacerated wound between neck
and shoulder, said his attending child specialist Dr Gaurav
Vishal on his getting admitted to the MMCH Daltonganj. 

According to Dr Gaurav Vishal his bleeding has stopped but
since  his wound is of the metal there is a lurking danger of
sepsis and that we here are taking care of. 

The surgeon Dr Sanjay Kumar has referred the child to the
higher centre in Ranchi. 

SDPO Bishrampur Rakesh Singh IPS told this correspon-
dent that psycho neurotic Upender Vishwakarma has been
arrested and the weapon with which he caused this injury to
this child has been seized. 

The neurotic did not do this only. He had first killed his
bhabhi Rekha Devi, 26, and when he was returning from com-
mitting this crime he spotted this child and hurt him too. 

The child is no one to the deceased Rekha Devi. He is a
neighbour's child just lucklessly there to see what was going
on in the Vishwakarma family when he got so bluntly attacked
by Upender Vishwakarma.

On the motive behind killing Rekha Devi officer in charge of
the Pandu police station Saurav Sinha said "First and foremost
Upender is angry and frustrated. He thinks his fortune is less
than others."

Second he vented his ire on the soft targets of his bhabhi
Rekha Devi and this poor child. Both can't fend for themselves. 

The deceased Rekha's husband is a migrant worker and is
away from home the place of occurrence at Mahugawan vil-
lage under the Paton police station limits where on Thursday
the twin crime was committed by Upender.

Mentally unstable man kills
woman, harms a child with sword

BoI provides traditional drums,
50 Solar Lamps to tribal society
PNS : RANCHI

Executive Director of Bank of
India (BoI) Mr. M Karthikeyan
was present in Ranchi city on
Friday. Taking advantage of
this occasion, BOI Ranchi Zone
distributed 100 Mandar, 75
Nagada and 50 Solar Lamps to
various villagers of Lohardaga
district for commitment of
social responsibility and
preservation of tribal cultural
heritage under Corporate
Social Responsibility campaign.

It is worth noting that the
said musical instruments are
the heritage of tribal culture
and are used in various cultur-
al programs and auspicious
occasions. The grand event of
the program was held at the
residence of Honorable
Finance Minister, Jharkhand
Government, Dr. Rameshwar
Oraon ji in his dignified pres-
ence. On this auspicious occa-
sion, Field General Manager
Mr. Manoj Kumar addressed
the gathering and informed in

detail about the various impor-
tant efforts being taken by
Bank of India for the upliftment
of the society and preservation
of culture. On this occasion,
SLBC Deputy General Manager,
C Gopala Krishna, Deputy
General Manager Deep
Shankar, Subramanyam, Zonal
Manager Sanjeev Kumar
Singh, Assistant General
Manager AK Pandey, Chief
Manager Om Prakash, Senior
Manager Abhay Khalkho,
Nazmul Hoda etc.

DLSA provides free legal aid to the needy
VINOD PRASD :
LOHARDAGA

Under the guidance of Jhalsa
Ranchi and Principal District
and Sessions Judge cum
Chairman Dalsa Arvind
Kumar Pandey, a month-long
intensive legal awareness
camp cum de-addiction cam-
paign was started from MB
DAV Public School on Friday.
Chief Guest DLSA Secretary
Rajesh Kumar, while
addressing the students,
made it clear that from July
1, 2024, Indian Justice Code
will be implemented in place
of Indian Penal Code, Indian
Civil Defense Code will be
implemented in place of
Criminal Procedure Code and
Indian Evidence Act will be
implemented in place of
Evidence Act. Are happening. 

There is confusion among
the people regarding its
effect, but it is important to
clarify that all crimes com-
mitted before July 1, 2024,
will be tried only under the
provisions mentioned in the

Indian Penal Code and Code
of Criminal Procedure,
whereas after July 1, 2024,
The new provisions of the
Indian Justice Code and the
Indian Civil Defense Code as
well as the Indian Evidence
Act will be applicable to the
crimes that occur thereafter.
Dalsa Secretary told the chil-
dren the objectives of the for-
mation of District Legal
Services Authority and said
that under free legal aid, the
Legal Services Authority pro-
vides legal aid and free
lawyers to poor and destitute
persons. Explaining various
provisions of Juvenile Justice
Act and POCSO Act, children

and girls were cautioned not
to do any mobile related
work which comes under the
category of crime. 

Calling upon people to
stay away from drug addic-
tion, mediator advocate Lal
Deepak Kumar said that now
the cases are being executed
quickly through fast track
courts. Principal GP Jha said
that law is important at every
step in life. We should be
aware of the law to know
about our rights.  It was con-
ducted by teacher Pankaj
Kumar Sinha. PLV Jitendra
Ram, Gautam Lenin, Vasu
Dutta and other teachers
were present on the occasion.

SBPS hosts National Inter School
Inter-disciplinary Arts Conclave
PNS : RANCHI

SBPS, Ranchi inaugurated
Pratidhwani: The 2nd Edition
of National Inter School Inter-
disciplinary Arts Conclave
held from 28th to 30th June,
2024. The conclave is dedi-
cated to the birth centenary
of Sarala Birla. The event
witnessed the participation of
more than 500 students from
35 schools all over India. The
event witnessed the presence
of Professor (Dr.) Anjani
Kumar Srivastava, former
Vice Chancellor of BBMKU,
Dhanbad as the Chief Guest.
Other dignitaries who graced
the occasion with their gra-
cious presence were Prof (Dr)
V.K Singh, Registrar of Sarala
Birla University, Mr Samarjit
Jana, Principal of JVM,
Shyamali, and Ms Shalini,
Principal of Guru Gobind
Singh Public School, Kamre.
The jury comprised experts
from the field of art and cul-
ture. The three-day event has
an array of competitions like
General Quiz contest,
Quartet: Experimental the-

atre production in English,
Frames- Western dance for
the camera, Torque-
Integrated dance dialogues,
Sandarbh- A journey through
songs and words, Semio Text
Visual Art Installation, Multi-
format Debates and Creative
writing. The day culminated
with the prize distribution of
competitions held on the first
day.

Chief Guest, Prof (Dr)
Anjani Kumar Srivastava,
thanked the school for invit-
ing him to this grand event.
He shared his fond memories
associated with G.D Birla and
told everyone about the
visionary he was. He also
spoke about the contributions

of Smt Sarala Birla to the
society and her efforts in
establishing 45 schools all
over India. He wished every-
one good luck for the success
of the event. Principal,
Paramjit Kaur, extended her
warm welcome to everyone
and said that our actions res-
onate in this universe. Our
main purpose is not winning
or losing but committing our-
selves to a cause and to give a
message to the society. She
reminded the audience about
incorporating Art in every
sphere of life as art is a medi-
um of expression of values.
She also encouraged every-
one to enjoy the three-day
experience.

PNS : RANCHI

Social worker and business-
man Niranajan Sharma has
extended his heartfelt con-
gratulations on Hemant
Soen's release. "Your leader-
ship has been instrumental in
driving the progress and
development of our beloved
state, Jharkhand. I am confi-
dent that under your guid-

ance, Jharkhand will continue
to thrive and achieve new
heights of prosperity and
development. Your vision and
dedication are truly inspiring,
and I look forward to witness-
ing the positive changes and
growth that will unfold under
your leadership. Wishing you
strength and success in your
continued service to our
state," said Niranjan Sharma.

NIranjan Shama 
congratulates Hemant
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Hemant Soren walks out of Hotwar jail after five months
PNS : RANCHI

F ormer Jharkhand chief
minister and
Jharkhand Mukti

Morcha leader Hemant Soren
was released from jail after
he was granted bail by the
high court in a money laun-
dering case linked to a land
scam.

The verdict follows the
court's decision to reserve
the order on June 13 regard-
ing Soren's bail application.

The ruling was made by a
single bench of Justice
Rongon Mukhopadhyay.
Representing Soren, Senior
Advocate Meenakshi Arora
had claimed that the charges
against him were politically
motivated and baseless.
Senior Advocate Kapil Sibal,
also argued for Soren's bail,
asserting that the ED falsely
implicated him.

"Bail is granted. The court
held that there is no likeli-
hood of the petitioner com-
mitting an offence on bail,"
his counsel, Arunabh
Chowdhury, told media per-
sons.

Given there are no other
cases against him at this
time, Soren may be released

soon. Bail was granted on
payment of a bail bond of ?
50,000 and two sureties of
the same amount each.

The Bench held: The over-
all conspectus of the case
based on broad probabilities
does not specifically or indi-
rectly assign the petitioner to

be involved in the acquisition
and possession as well as
concealment of 8.86 acres of
land at Shanti Nagar,
Baragain, Ranchi connected
to the “proceeds of crime”.
None of the registers/revenue
records bare the imprint of
the direct involvement of the

petitioner in the acquisition
and possession of the said
land. The claim of the
Enforcement Directorate that
its timely action had prevent-
ed the illegal acquisition of
the land by forging and
manipulating the records
seems to be an ambiguous

statement when considered
in the backdrop of the allega-
tion that the land was already
acquired and possessed by
the petitioner as per some of
the statements recorded u/s
50 PMLA, 2002 and that too
from the year 2010 onwards,
it added. The ED opposed the

bail plea, accusing Soren of
misusing his position as Chief
Minister to unlawfully
acquire 8.86 acres of land in
Bargain Anchal, located in
the state capital. The ED's
counsel presented testimony
from witnesses who report-
edly confirmed Soren's

involvement in the illegal
transaction. Additionally, the
agency alleged that Soren's
media consultant, Abhishek
Prasad, admitted under ques-
tioning that Soren directed
him to alter official records to
change the land's ownership
details. Soren, the executive
president of the Jharkhand
Mukti Morcha (JMM), was
arrested by the Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on January
31 in connection with its
investigation into the money
laundering case. The 48-
year-old politician has been
lodged in Birsa Munda jail in
Ranchi since then.

"I was kept behind bars
for 5 months...We are seeing
how the judicial process is
taking years not just days or
months...Today, it is a mes-
sage for the whole country
that how a conspiracy was
hatched against us...The fight
we started and the resolu-
tions we made, we will work
to fulfil them," Soren told
reporters after coming out of
jail.  ED has accused Soren of
running a scheme to manipu-
late records, via fictitious
transactions and forged doc-
uments, and acquire 8.86
acres of land in Ranchi worth

crores. The development
comes as a shot in arm for
Soren’s party, and the INDIA
bloc of opposition parties.
Soren was the second chief
minister -- Arvind Kejriwal is
the other -- from the front
who was arrested by the fed-
eral agency barely months
before the Lok Sabha elec-
tions. While Kejriwal is still in
jail, Soren walking out of jail
on Friday is seen as a boost
for the ruling JMM-Congress-
RJD alliance in Jharkhand,
which is headed for assembly
elections later this year along
with Maharashtra, Haryana
and Jammu & Kashmir.

Soren resigned as chief
minister on January 31, min-
utes before he was arrested
by the federal agency, and
passed on the baton to
Champai Soren. As he lan-
guished in jail, his party won
three Lok Sabha seats this
year, two more than its tally
in 2019; its partner, the
Congress, won two. The BJP-
led NDA won nine of the 14
Lok Sabha seats in the state,
three less than 2019. All the
five seats won by the JMM-
Congress combine in the state
this time are reserved for
scheduled tribes.

HC held, prima facie, Hemant Soren is not guilty, and there is no likelihood of the petitioner committing an offence on bail

Former Jharkhand Chief Minister Hemant Soren being
welcomed by his mother Rupi Soren after being granted
bail from Jharkhand High Court in connection with a land
scam in Ranchi on Friday. Pix by Ratan Lal 

Former Jharkhand Chief Minister Hemant
Soren comes out from Birsa Munda Central
Jail after being granted bail from Jharkhand
High Court in connection with a land scam in
Ranchi on Friday. Pix by Ratan Lal

Bail to Hemant is trust of 4 crore
people of Jharkhand: JMM
PNS : RANCHI

Jharkhand Mukti Morcha
(JMM), on Friday, expressed
happiness over former Chief
Minister, Hemant Soren’s
release from jail after 148
days. The party said that it
has been a big relief when
the Jharkhand High Court
has granted bail.

JMM's General Secretary
Supriyo Bhattacharya said in
a press conference that the
party was saying this from
the beginning and Hemant
Soren had also put this point
on the floor of the Assembly.
“He had said that if even one-
fourth of the 8-acre land is in
my name, then I will retire
from politics. Hemant Soren's
vows were full of honesty and
truth, this bail order has con-
firmed it. The allegations that
were made could not be
proved from anywhere,” he
added.

Bhattacharya said that
bail is not an easy word, it is
a bail of the trust of 4 crore
people of Jharkhand. “Before
the Lok Sabha elections,
under a well-planned con-
spiracy, the opponents want-
ed to silence the voice of a
prominent leader. A conspir-
acy was hatched to put
shackles on the feet of the
prominent leader of the India
Alliance. Handcuffs were put
on hands and shackles on
feet to influence the elections.
The Enforcement Directorate
was a puppet of BJP, which

was working on its orders, so
that NDA gets an edge in the
elections,” he added.

The party General
Secretary said that the tribals
have shown that not a single
seat of tribals in Jharkhand
went to BJP's account. “If
Hemant Soren had been out
during the elections, the
political situation of the
whole Country would have
been different today. Rahul
Gandhi would have been the
Prime Minister, not the
Leader of Opposition. India
alliance would have got 9
more seats in Jharkhand and
at least 30 seats in the whole
Country. The conspiracy is
over, our Hemant is out. This
is today's slogan. Even if the
Lok Sabha elections happen
tomorrow, we will stop the

BJP in single digit, we will
form the Government of
Jharkhandis on our
strength,” he added.

Bhattacharya said that
the allegations made regard-
ing Bhuinhari land are also of
8 acres. “The area of the
whole of Jharkhand is 79,
710 sqaure kilometers. That
entire area belongs to
Hemant Soren. BJP's threats
cannot scare us. June 30 is
Hul Diwas. Jharkhand is the
land of revolutionaries and
struggle is in our DNA. We
cannot abandon the voice of
the tribals, Dalits and minori-
ties of the country. We cannot
play with the hopes of the
youth,” he added. He
expressed his gratitude to the
Jharkhand High Court as well
as many people.

Former Jharkhand Chief Minister Hemant
Soren alongwith his father Sibu Soren after
being granted bail from Jharkhand High
Court in connection with land scam in Ranchi
on Friday. Pix by Ratan Lal 

Cong-JMM celebrate
Hemant’s release from jail

PNS : RANCHI

The workers and leaders of
Jharkhand Mukti Morcha
(JMM) and Congress
expressed happiness over the
former Chief Minister's
release from jail after 148
days. Both the parties’ work-
ers celebrated in various
ways in the State Capital on
Friday.

The State Congress
expressed happiness on the
bail of former Jharkhand
Chief Minister Hemant Soren.
On this occasion, the leaders
and workers expressed hap-
piness by feeding sweets to
each other and called it a vic-

tory of justice.
The State Congress

President, Rajesh Thakur
also expressed happiness on
Hemant Soren getting bail
and said that the public still
has faith in the judiciary and
no matter how deep the con-
spiracy, the judiciary sepa-
rates the chaff from the chaff.

"Hemant Soren was impli-
cated in a false case and sent
to jail and an attempt was
made by the central govern-
ment to topple the govern-
ment in Jharkhand and influ-
ence the Lok Sabha elections,
but the government
remained stable due to the
unity of the

Mahagathbandhan and the
public expressed their per-
sonal voice against the BJP in
the Lok Sabha elections. The
investigating agency tried to
deny bail to the central gov-
ernment, but the court pro-
vided them the facility of bail
and we are confident that
they will be acquitted in the
future," said Thakur.

The party State Chief said
that this decision will have a
big impact in Jharkhand and
India Alliance will fight the
upcoming assembly elections
more strongly and the mas-
termind of the conspiracy
BJP may be reduced to even
less seats than the current
seats.

Among those who
expressed happiness were
mainly Organization General
Secretary Amulya Neeraj
Khalko, Rakesh Sinha Satish
Paul Munjani, Niranjan
Paswan, Sonal Shanti,
Rishikesh Singh Kumar Raja,
Jagdish Sahu, Nellinathan,
Gulzar Ahmed, Prabhat
Kumar, Ajay Singh and oth-
ers. JMM workers at the time
of Hemant’s coming out from
jail raised the slogan that
“Jail Ka Fatak Toot Gaya,
Heman Soren Choot Gaya’.
They celebrated it by
exchanging sweets with each
other. At various places of the
State Capital the party work-
ers danced on drum beat.
After getting bail, enthusiasm
is being seen among the lead-
ers and workers of JMM.

JPCC officials celebrate after Former
Chief Minister Hemat Soren being
granted bail from Jharkhand High
Court in connection with a land scam
in Ranchi on Friday. Pix by Ratan Lal 

PNS : RANCHI

BJP state spokesperson
Pratul Shahdev retorted to
the press conference of
Jharkhand Mukti Morcha
and said that Hemant Soren
has only been granted bail by
a single bench of the High
Court. But Jharkhand Mukti
Morcha is celebrating in such
a way as if he has been
acquitted of all the charges.

Pratul said that bail is a
part of the court process and
there is no need to be so
proud about it. Today, a sin-
gle bench of the High Court
has definitely granted bail to
Hemant Soren. But the trial
of the entire case is still pend-
ing. Therefore, Jharkhand
Mukti Morcha is already con-
tempting the court by consid-
ering Hemant Soren as inno-
cent.

Pratul Shah Dev said that
the double bench of the High
Court had prima facie found
the allegations against
Hemant Soren in the land
scam to be correct. When
Hemant Soren challenged his
arrest in the High Court, in
case number WP(Cr) 68/2024
dated May 3, 2024, the bench
of Acting Chief Justice and
Justice Navneet Kumar in its
judgment prima facie found
the allegations against
Hemant Soren to be correct.
The double bench of the High

Court had also justified the
initial action of the ED.

On the allegations of
harassment by Hemant
Soren due to being a tribal,
the High Court had said that
it seems to be the last
attempt of a losing client to
escape. The High Court had
also considered the argument
of keeping the money for the
treatment of parents in the
reply given by Hemant Soren
regarding the Rs 36 lakh
recovered from his Delhi res-
idence as untenable. Pratul
said that the High Court had
rejected the petition chal-
lenging the arrest of Hemant
Soren. Pratul said that as per
the politics of convenience,
Jharkhand Mukti Morcha is
only showing the judgment of
the single judge of the High
Court given on the limited
issue of bail, but is ignoring
the comments of the double
bench. Pratul said that truth
always wins and those who
have committed corruption
cannot be spared in Modi ji's
New India.

Pratul said that a lot of
serious allegations have been
made against the Hemant
Soren government, such as
the Ranchi land scam,
Sahibganj stone mining
scam, illegal mining scam,
transfer posting scam, ques-
tion paper leak scam, etc.
There are allegations of a
scam of Rs 70,000 crore dur-
ing the tenure of this govern-
ment. Institutions like
Lokayukta and Information
Commission, established for
corruption and transparency,
have been crippled. It is
clearly visible that this gov-
ernment does not want to let
the cases of corruption come
to the fore.

Hemant has not been acquitted,
he is only out on bail: BJP

CM asks officials to expedite
irrigation projects in State

PNS : RANCHI

The goal of the State govern-
ment is to provide water to
every farm. For this, expan-
sion of irrigation facilities is
necessary. There should be a
system of irrigation in the
fields so that our farmers
can do agriculture through-
out the year. Chief Minister
Champai Soren today direct-
ed the officials to expedite
the construction work of var-
ious irrigation schemes in a
high-level review meeting of
the Water Resources
Department to complete
them within the stipulated
time frame.

The CM said that today
there are many modern
techniques of irrigation. In
this, mega lift and under-
ground pipeline irrigation
projects are proving to be
very effective. Underground
pipeline irrigation projects
are also being expanded in
Jharkhand. The advantage
of this is that neither there
will be a problem of land
acquisition nor will the vil-
lages be submerged due to
dams and reservoirs. With
this, irrigation facilities can
be provided in a large area
in a very short time without
any hindrance through
underground pipeline. This
will also enable maximum
use of water.

The CM asked the Water
Resources Department to
give special emphasis on
small irrigation projects.
This will bring water to the

fields soon. He said that it
takes a lot of time to com-
plete large and medium irri-
gation projects. Its cost is
also very high and creates
the problem of displacement.
In such a situation, such
problems will not arise by
implementing small irriga-
tion projects.

The CM said that many
such big irrigation projects
are pending in Jharkhand
for years. The pace of their
work is very slow. Many
problems related to displace-
ment arise due to these irri-
gation projects. In such a sit-
uation, the problems of the
displaced should be resolved.
Matters related to rehabilita-
tion and compensation of the
displaced should not remain
pending. He said that irriga-
tion projects should be
implemented in such a way
that there is minimum dis-
placement.

The CM said that irriga-

tion with solar energy has
emerged as a sustainable
and better option. In such a
situation, solar irrigation
systems should be used. He
said that it should be used to
run irrigation pumps and
drip irrigation systems. This
can help in reducing the
wastage of water along with
the environment and
increasing crop yield. Its
advantage is that farmers
will not have to spend
unnecessarily on electricity
for irrigation.

Chief Secretary L.
Khiangte, Additional Chief
Secretary to the Chief
Minister Avinash Kumar,
Secretary to the Chief
Minister Arwa Rajkamal,
Secretary of Water
Resources Department
Prashant Kumar, Chief
Engineer Sanjay Kumar and
other engineers were also
present in this high level
meeting.

Holds high level meeting of Water
Resources Department

Chief Minister Champai Soren holds a meeting
with officials in Ranchi on Friday. PNS

PNS : RANCHI

The Jharkhand High Court
on Thursday ordered the
State government to pay
Rs5 lakh as compensation
for illegally bulldozing a
privately owned building
with five shops (Rajendra
Prasad Sahu V. State of
Jharkhand and Others).

The Court also directed
the State to pay an addi-
tional Rs25,000 for the
mental pain and agony suf-
fered by the shop owner on
account of the State's high-
handed actions. A Bench of
Justice Sanjay Kumar
Dwivedi condemned the
State's action, terming it
totally illegal, arbitrary and
whimsical.

For the Petitioner Ayush
Aditya, Advocate Akash
Deep, Advocate, for the
State Manoj Kumar, G.A.-III
Rakesh Kr. Roy, A.C. to
G.A.-III pleaded in Court.

As per case details the
petitioner, Rajendra Prasad
Sahu had built five shops in
1997 on raiyat land (culti-
vation land over which a
tenant may acquire occu-
pancy rights) purchased by
him in 1973. 

The petitioner also paid
rent to the ex-landlord as
part of the raiyat land
transfer arrangement, for
which he received rent
receipts. In 1988, the Sub
Divisional Officer, Chatra,
cancelled a mutation entry
(updating of land revenue
records to reflect a change
in ownership of property)
which was in favour of the
petitioner. The petitioner
filed an appeal challenging
this move before the
Additional Collector, which
was allowed on in 1990,
thereby restoring the muta-
tion entry in the petitioner's
name.

However, in 2005 the
Circle Officer, Chatra
municipality, stopped issu-
ing rent receipts to the peti-
tioner. Despite attempts to
deposit rent, the officer
refused to accept it. The
petitioner, then filed a rep-
resentation to the Deputy
Commissioner, Chatra,
requesting an order to
accept rent and issue
receipts. Thereafter in
2006, the Circle Officer
issued a notice asking Sahu
to present documents relat-
ed to the land.

Despite presenting the
necessary documents, the
Circle Officer recommend-
ed the cancellation of the
running Jamabandi (land
revenue records which also
contains details of land
ownership) on May 23,
2006. Challenging the
Circle Officer's decision, the
petitioner filed a writ peti-
tion in court.

The court disposed of
the petition, noting that no
final order had been passed
at that stage. The petitioner
then contested the matter
before the Land Reforms
Deputy Collector who set
aside the Circle Officer's
order, stating that the
Jamabandi should contin-
ue. However, in 2011, the
district administration
demolished the five shops
constructed by the petition-
er without initiating any
legal proceedings, issuing
any notice, or having any
court order authorizing the
demolition.

This led the petitioner
to move the High Court
again for relief. He told the
High Court that his shops
were forcibly bulldozed by
the district administration

without following the pro-
cedure of law.

This Court in its opinion
observed that the action of
the authority was illegal
and violative of all princi-
ples of rule of law which
has certainly caused men-
tal pain and injury to the
petitioner besides material
damages to his property.
Such action of the authority
must be deprecated.

The Court in its order
emphasized that although
the right to property is no
longer a fundamental right,
it remains a constitutional
and human right.
Therefore, no one shall be
deprived of their property
except in accordance with
the law. Additionally, the
Court noted that even
though the right to proper-
ty is not a fundamental
right and has never been a
natural right, it must be
acknowledged that without
it, other rights can become
meaningless. The protec-
tion provided by Article
300A of the Constitution of
India is available to any
person, including legal or
juristic persons, and is not
limited solely to citizens.

FIR registered
for fraud in land
sale in Sarovar
Nagar, Ranchi
PNS : RANCHI

Jharkhand High Court advocate
Vivek Krishna has lodged an FIR in
Sukhdevnagar police station regard-
ing fraud and forgery in land sale.
This Chhaparbandi land was pur-
chased by his father in Sarovar Nagar
area near Kanke Dam, which was
illegally occupied by some people and
money was embezzled by selling it to
many people in an unauthorized
manner. In this FIR, four people have
been made accused and sections
406,420,467 and 120B of IPC have
been imposed. Those who have been
accused in this FIR include business-
man Prafullo Chauhan, his friend, IK
Singh, and Sujit Thakur and Ramesh
Singh. After the FIR was registered,
some unknown people tried to intim-
idate lawyer Vivek Krishna, informa-
tion about which has been given to
the police and administration.
Ranchi's Senior Superintendent of
Police himself reviewed the situation
and gave directions to the police.
Accordingly, the police investigation

is progressing. Vivek Krishna has
expressed full confidence in the
police and administration and
believes that there is a possibility that
the criminals will be brought to book
soon. He said that the law will take its
course and those guilty will be pun-
ished.

HC orders State to pay Rs 5 L compensation
for Illegal demolition of shops
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Bihar Chief Minister and
JD(U) supremo Nitish

Kumar on Friday reached Delhi,
a day before the party's National
Executive meeting scheduled to
be held in the national capital.
Kumar will chair the National
Executive meeting on June 29. 
According to party insiders
Kumar, who is the party's nation-
al president, will also meet
JD(U)'s Lok Sabha and Rajya
Sabha MPs at his official resi-
dence in the national capital on
Friday evening.The national
executive meeting will be attend-
ed by party's all MPs, including
union Ministers and JD (U) lead-
ers--Rajiv Ranjan Singh alias
Lallan Singh and Ramnath
Thakur and senior leaders from
Bihar and other states. 
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Friday paid trib-

utes to former prime minister
P V Narasimha Rao, widely
hailed for introducing various
economic reforms, on his birth
anniversary. Paying homage
to Rao, Modi said in a social
media post,
"He is remembered for his
leadership and wisdom. It is
our Government's honour that
we conferred the Bharat Ratna
on him earlier this year, recog-
nising his rich contribution to

our nation."
Born in 1921, Rao was a vet-
eran Congress leader who
became prime minister in 1991
after the assassination of former
prime minister and party
leader Rajiv Gandhi during
the Lok Sabha election cam-
paign.
The dismantling of what was
known as the "license-permit
raj" built around the state's rigid
control of the economy and
encouragement of private
enterprise through numerous
reforms are considered Rao's
enduring legacy as prime min-
ister.
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Irked over non-adherence to
its directives, the Centre has

asked all ministries to timely
review the working of the
employees so that the non-per-
formers are prematurely retired
from service.
In an order, the Department of
Personnel and Training
(DoPT) asked ministries con-
cerned to direct the public
sector undertakings (PSUs),
banks, autonomous institu-
tions and statutory bodies
under their administrative con-
trol to undertake the exercise
of periodic review of employ-
ees.
It said instructions have been
issued from time to time for
undertaking periodic review of
the government servants' per-
formance with a view to ascer-
taining whether they "should
be retained in service or retired
from service prematurely, in
public interest".
The administrative ministries
and departments have repeat-

edly been requested to adhere
to guidelines issued in this
regard and furnish a report to
this effect to the DoPT, said the
order issued to the secretaries
of all central government
departments.
However, it has come to notice
that various ministries and
departments are not adhering
to the said guidelines resulting
in delay in identifying the gov-
ernment employees due for
review under relevant provi-
sions of Fundamental Rules
(FR)-56 (J)/(I) and Rule 48 of
Central Civil Services or CCS
(Pension) Rules (now, revised
as Rule 42 of CCS (Pension)
Rules, 2021), it said.
These rules lay down the pol-
icy of periodic review and pre-
mature retirement of govern-
ment servants and to ensure
efficiency, economy and speed
in the disposal of the govern-
ment functions.
"In view of the above, the min-
istries/departments are request-
ed to take immediate action to
identify the employees due for
review under relevant provi-

sions of Fundamental/Pension
Rules and ensure that their
cases are expeditiously sub-
mitted for consideration before
the duly constituted review
committee as per extant
instructions," read the order
dated June 27.
Further, all the ministries,
departments and organisations
have been asked "to strictly
adhere" to the timeline men-
tioned in DoPT's order issued
in this regard in 2020 "for
undertaking the exercise of
review of performance of the
government servants and for

the employees of
PSUs/banks/autonomous insti-
tutions/statutory organisations
under their administrative con-
trol to ensure that the employ-
ees with doubtful integrity or
found to be ineffective are not
allowed to continue in gov-
ernment", according to the
order.
The DoPT had issued com-
prehensive and consolidated
guidelines through its 2020
order detailing the procedures
to be followed in identifying
the cases of premature retire-
ment.
All ministries and departments
have been asked to furnish a
report to the DoPT in a par-
ticular format by the 15th day
of each month starting from
July, 2024, it added.
The DoPT said that the objec-
tive of the CCS rules is to
strengthen the administrative
machinery by developing
responsible and efficient
administration at all levels and
to achieve efficiency, economy
and speed in the disposal of
government functions.
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CPI (ML) Liberation MPs on
Friday sought President

Droupadi Mumru's "urgent
intervention" to postpone the
implementation of the new
criminal laws that are set to
come into force from July 1,
saying they need a thorough
review and wider consensus.
In a letter, the two MPs --
Sudama Prasad and Raja Ram
Singh-- said several compelling
concerns are being raised from
various sections of society and
the legal fraternity regarding
the three new criminal codes -
Bharatiya Nyaya Sanhita,
Bharatiya Nagarik Suraksha
Sanhita, and Bharatiya Sakshya
Adhiniyam.
The MPs said there are sever-
al draconian provisions in the
laws that have criminalised
the basic civil liberties that cit-
izens enjoy, in particular, the
freedom of speech, right to
assembly, right to associate, the
right to demonstrate and other
civil rights, the MPs said.
"This is particularly evident in
the introduction of a broad-
ened definition of a 'terrorist
act' from the draconian UAPA,

the retention of the notorious
sedition law (section 124A of
IPC) under a new nomencla-
ture and the criminalising of
hunger strikes – all of which are
likely tools in the criminalisa-
tion of legitimate dissent and
lawful nonviolent democratic
protests," they said.
They said there are enhanced
arbitrary powers to the police
that will have an impact on civil
liberties and human rights in
the country.  
"Statutory sanction has been

given to the police to detain
persons, without complying
with the safeguards around
arrest," they said.They also
said the new laws have made it
mandatory to display promi-
nently, both physically and
digitally, the name, address
and the nature of the offense of
an arrested accused, in every
police station and district head-
quarters.
"This provision in addition to
violating the right to privacy
and human dignity of a person

facilitates the profiling and
targeting of individuals by the
police prior to any formal con-
viction," they said.
The MPs said handcuffing has
been made statutory, while the
police have been given discre-
tion in the registration of FIRs.
"Most shockingly, the duration
of police custody has been
enhanced from the present
limit of 15 days, to 60 or 90
days (depending on the
offence), exposing accused per-
sons to intimidation, torture
and danger," they said.
The CPI(ML) Liberation lead-
ers said it appears that "half
measures have been taken at
tackling mob lynching since the
relevant provisions in the BNS,
while criminalises such actions
without specifically calling it as
such, has omitted religion as
one of the explicit grounds.
They also expressed concerns
over provisions sanctioning
punishments like solitary con-
finement which they called
inhuman.  
"Given the massive backlog of
criminal cases (3.4 crore cases),
bringing these three laws in
force at this time, will create
two parallel legal regimes, lead-
ing to further backlog and

placing further strain on the
already overburdened judicial
system," they said.
The MPs said while there is no
denying that India's criminal
justice infrastructure is in dire
need of reform, the three crim-
inal laws are not the answer.
"These were passed with undue
haste, without any discussion
or parliamentary scrutiny given
that 146 Opposition MPs were
under suspension at the time
these laws were passed. 
As such, it is necessary that the
Union government take the
decision to suspend the imple-
mentation of these three crim-
inal laws and re-introduce
them in Parliament for proper
scrutiny and deliberations,"
they said. 
The MPs urged the President to
make an "urgent intervention".
"We share their concerns that
the new laws will erode liber-
ties and legal safeguards of cit-
izens by arming the state with
more sweeping and draconian
powers. 
The new laws need a thorough
review and wider and more
informed consensus. Please
advise the government against
rushing with their implemen-
tation," they said.
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Are you one of those parents
who hand over digital

devices to your kids to escape
tantrums? Beware! While it
might offer a quick fix, relying
too much on screens can hin-
der your child's development of
essential emotional regulation
skills.  
This could set the stage for
issues like poor impulse control
or frequent outbursts, turning
everyday frustrations into
major challenges when they
grow up, a study published in
Frontiers in Child and
Adolescent Psychiatry has said.
In other words, excessive use of
digital devices to distract chil-
dren can prevent them from
learning how to manage emo-
tions independently. 
The researchers from Hungary
and Canada tracked 300 par-
ents of children aged two to five
over a year. 
They found that children who
were frequently pacified with
digital devices struggled more
with managing anger and frus-
tration. 
Parents often turned to digital

distractions when their chil-
dren displayed poor behavior
control, but this approach only
exacerbated the issue.
The study emphasised that the
early years are crucial for devel-
oping self-control, where chil-
dren learn to recognize emo-
tions and respond deliberately
rather than impulsively.
Veronika Konok, a researcher
at Eötvös Loránd University in
Hungary and the study's lead
author, stated,  "Tantrums can-
not be cured by digital devices.
Children must learn to manage

their negative emotions with
the help of their parents, not a
digital device."
The study suggested that over-
reliance on screens can cripple
children's ability to handle
emotions effectively later in life.
The researchers recommended
that parents should guide their
children through frustrating
moments, helping them rec-
ognize and handle their emo-
tions rather than avoiding the
situation. 
They also stressed on the
importance of parents receiv-

ing support from health pro-
fessionals through training and
counseling to better navigate
their child's emotional devel-
opment.
Dr Shweta Sharma, a clinical
psychologist and counselling
psychologist, who is not relat-
ed with the study, agreed with
the observations,  warning
that, “over-reliance on digital
devices for emotional regula-
tion could potentially impair
children's ability to recognize
and manage emotions effec-
tively later in life. 
“This may manifest in diffi-
culties with anger manage-
ment, emotional control, and
overall emotional well-being”
said Dr Sharma, who also hap-
pens to be general secretary of
Indian Association of Clinical
Psychologists (IACP).
Dr. Rabya Umman, an RCI-
registered clinical psycholo-
gist opined that instead of rely-
ing on gadgets, parents should
be proactive and supportive,
and help their children build
strong emotional regulation
skills, contributing to better
mental health and well-being in
the long run.
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All 17,500 police stations in
the country will hold a spe-

cial event on July 1 involving
women, youth, students, senior
citizens and eminent person-
alities to apprise them the key
features of the new criminal
laws, which will come into
force on that day, official
sources said.
The new laws — Bharatiya
Nyaya Sanhita 2023, Bharatiya
Nagarik Suraksha Sanhita 2023
and Bharatiya Sakshya
Adhiniyam 2023 -- will come
into effect from July 1. These
laws are set to replace the
British-era Indian Penal Code,
Code of Criminal Procedure
and the Indian Evidence Act
respectively.
Sources said coinciding with
commencement of these three
criminal laws, an event will be
held on July 1 by the Officer-
in-Charge of each police station
in all states and Union
Territories highlighting the key
features of the new criminal
laws.The programme at the
police station or a suitable
place will involve women,
youth, students, senior citi-
zens, retired police officers,
eminent personalities and
members of self-help groups,
anganwadi centres and local
peace committee and also edu-
cational institutions like
schools, colleges etc, they said.
According to a data of the
Police Organisations compiled
by Bureau of Police Research &
Development (BPR&D), there
are over 17,500 police stations
in the country.
All higher education institu-
tions under the University
Grants Commission (UGC),
All India Council for Technical
Education (AICTE) as well as
in the states and UTs will

organise day long activities on
July 1 that will focus on group
discussions, workshops, semi-
nars on various provisions of
new criminal laws, highlighting
the major transformation
intended to achieve the ends of
justice with wide participation
of students, faculties and other
staff.Zero FIR, registration of
police complaints online, sum-
mons through electronic
modes and mandatory videog-
raphy of crime scenes of all
heinous crimes are the key
highlights of the three new
criminal laws. The Union
Home Ministry is gearing up to
roll out the three new criminal
laws from next week with 40
lakh grassroots functionaries
trained to ensure people are
aware about the legislations and
the impact these will have on
everyone, particularly women
and children, official sources
said Wednesday.
Over 5.65 lakh police, prison,
forensics, judicial and prose-
cution officials have also been
trained about the new laws.
The BPR&D also conducted
250 training courses, organised
webinars and seminars in
which 40,317 officers and per-
sonnel have been trained.
Under the new laws, victims

will receive a free copy of the
FIR, ensuring their participa-
tion in the legal process. An
interesting addition of the law
is that in the event of an arrest,
the individual has the right to
inform a person of his choice
about his or her situation. This
will ensure immediate sup-
port and assistance to the
arrested individual.
Besides, arrest details will now
be prominently displayed with-
in police stations and district
headquarters, allowing families
and friends of the arrested
person easy access to important
information.To strengthen the
case and investigations, it has
become mandatory for foren-
sic experts to visit crime scenes
for serious offences and collect
evidence. Additionally, the
process of evidence collection
at the crime scene will be
mandatorily videographed to
prevent tampering of evidence.
This dual approach signifi-
cantly enhances the quality
and reliability investigations
and contributes to a fair admin-
istration of justice, sources
said.The new laws prioritised
the investigations for offences
against women and children,
ensuring timely completion
within two months of record-

ing information. Under the
new law, victims are entitled to
regular updates on the progress
of their case within 90 days.
This provision keeps victims
informed and involved in the
legal process, enhancing trans-
parency and trust.
The new laws guarantee free
first-aid or medical treatment
to victims of crimes against
women and children at all
hospitals. This provision
ensures immediate access to
essential medical care, priori-
tising the well-being and recov-
ery of victims during chal-
lenging times.
Summons can now be served
electronically, expediting legal
processes, reducing paperwork,
and ensuring efficient com-
munication between all parties
involved. For certain offences
against woman, statements of
the victim are to be recorded,
as far as practicable, by a
woman magistrate and in her
absence, by a male magistrate
in the presence of a woman to
ensure sensitivity and fairness,
creating a supportive environ-
ment for victims.
Both the accused and the vic-
tim are entitled to receive
copies of the FIR, police report,
chargesheet, statements, con-
fessions, and other documents
within 14 days. 
Courts grant a maximum of
two adjournments to avoid
unnecessary delays in case
hearings, ensuring timely jus-
tice delivery.
The new laws mandates all state
government to implement wit-
ness protection scheme to
ensure the safety and cooper-
ation of witnesses, enhancing
the credibility and effectiveness
of legal proceedings. The def-
inition of "gender" now
includes transgender individ-
uals, promoting inclusivity and
equality.
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The National Investigation
Agency (NIA) Friday con-

ducted searches in Gujarat and
Maharashtra on the premises of
those suspected to have
received money from Pakistan
to spy on Indian defence estab-
lishments. 
The searches were conducted
in a case registered by the NIA
in June last year.
The agency filed a charge sheet
in July 2023 against two
accused including an abscond-
ing Pakistani national. This
was followed by two more
charge sheets against three
others, including a Pakistani
national, a statement issued by
the NIA said.
NIA investigations have
revealed that Pakistani nation-
als had collaborated with the
arrested accused in the espi-
onage racket, in which sensi-
tive/vital information pertain-
ing to the Indian Navy was
being leaked as part of a con-

spiracy to unleash terrorist
violence in India, it said.
"Cracking down on suspects
involved in the 2021
Visakhapatnam Pakistani ISI
espionage case relating to leak-
age of classified defence infor-
mation, the NIA on Friday con-
ducted extensive searches at
three locations in Gujarat and
Maharashtra," the statement
said.
The residences of the suspects,
believed to have received
money from Pakistan to spy on

Indian defence establishments,
were thoroughly searched by
the NIA teams at three loca-
tions. Several incriminating
materials, including mobile
phones and documents, were
seized during the searches.
The NIA is examining the
seized materials to identify
more linkages in the case, orig-
inally filed by the Counter
Intelligence Cell, Andhra
Pradesh, on January 12, 2021,
under various sections of
Indian Penal Code, Unlawful

Activities (Prevention) Act and
the Official Secrets Act, 1923.
NIA also conducted a series of
searches in the Naxal-infested
regions of Chhattisgarh in
connection with a CPI
(Maoist) arrest and arms
recovery case. "Half a dozen
places in the troubled region
were extensively searched, and
several mobile phones, a print-
er, and cash amounting to Rs
39,100 were seized along with
incriminating documents," a
statement issued by the NIA
said.
The six premises subjected to
searches are located in the
remote villages of Mujalgondi,
Kalmuchche, Amabeda and
Jiwalamari in Kanker district,
it said. 
The NIA is continuing with its
investigation in the case, reg-
istered initially by the local
police on February 5 this year
and taken over by NIA on
February 22.  Early investiga-
tions led to the arrest of two
persons in the case, the probe
agency said.
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India on Friday categorically rejected crit-
icism against it in an annual US State

Department report on international reli-
gious freedom, describing it as deeply
biased and visibly driven by vote-bank con-
siderations.
External Affairs Ministry spokesperson
Randhir Jaiswal said the report selective-
ly picked incidents to advance a precon-
ceived narrative against India.
In his remarks at the release of the report,
US Secretary of State Antony Blinken said
there has been a "concerning increase" in
anti-conversion laws, hate speech and

demolitions of homes and places of wor-
ship of members of minority faith com-
munities in India."As in the past, the report
is deeply biased, lacks an understanding

of India's social fabric and is visibly dri-
ven by votebank considerations and a pre-
scriptive outlook," Jaiswal said.  
"We therefore reject it. The exercise itself
is a mix of imputations, misrepresenta-
tions, selective usage of facts, reliance on
biased sources and a one-sided projection
of issues," he said.
The MEA spokesperson said, "It has
selectively picked incidents to advance a
preconceived narrative as well. 
In some cases, the very validity of laws and
regulations are questioned by the report."
Jaiswal said the report also appears to chal-
lenge the integrity of certain judgments
given by Indian courts.
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Chhattisgarh Chief
Minister Vishnu Deo Sai

on Friday said his
government is committed to
expediting the expansion of
rail, road and telecom
connectivity and other
developmental work in the
Maoist-hit areas of the state.
He was talking to reporters
after chairing a meeting of
the unified command here to
review the security situation
and development-related
initiatives in left-wing
extremism (LWE)-hit
pockets in Chhattisgarh.
“The meeting of unified
command is generally
convened once a year. Our
home minister, chief
secretary, director-general of
police (DGP) and senior
officials were present. We
held an elaborate discussion
on Naxalism and reviewed
the status of developmental
works of different
departments in the affected
areas,” Sai said. 
After the BJP returned to
power in Chhattisgarh six
months ago, Sai said, his

government has been
fighting strongly against the
Naxal menace. Security
forces have also achieved
significant success in anti-
Naxal operations during this
period, he said.
Asked about the anti-Naxal
strategy discussed in the
meeting, the CM said, “It is
fortunate that there is a

‘double engine' government
(BJP in state and Centre) and
Union Home Minister Amit
Shah ji has already chaired a
meeting here in January (on
anti-Naxal front) and given
necessary instructions.”
The CM said they want to
take development to
everyone. 
“Even villagers want to be

associated with the
mainstream of growth,” he
said. 
New security camps have
been set up in many places
and the government is trying
to ensure that basic amenities
and benefits of welfare
projects reach Naxal-affected
villages through its ‘Niyad
Nellanar' scheme, he said.
“The effort is to expedite
works related to road, rail
and telecom connectivity in
those areas and ensure that
there is no shortage of
resources for any work there,”
he added. 
Deputy CM Vijay Sharma,
who also holds the home
portfolio, Chief Secretary
Amitabh Jain, DGP Ashok
Juneja, Additional Chief
Secretary (Home) Manoj
Kumar Pingua and senior
officials of state police and
central armed forces,
including CRPF, BSF and
ITBP, and Indian Air Force
attended the meeting,
officials said.  More than 130
Naxalites have been killed so
far this year in separate
encounters with security
forces in Chhattisgarh. 
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The Karnataka High Court
on Friday extended its

interim order restraining the
Criminal Investigation
Department (CID) from
arresting former Chief
Minister B S Yediyurappa, in
connection with a case
registered against the BJP
leader under POCSO Act.
The bench of Justice Krishna
S Dixit continued its earlier
order, as it permitted the
prosecution to file its
objection to the petition filed
by Yediyurappa seeking
quashing of the case.
The CID on Thursday filed a
chargesheet at the Fast Track
Court 1 for POCSO Act cases
here against Yediyurappa and
three of his aides in
connection with the case
based on a complaint by the
mother of a 17-year-old girl
who alleged that he sexually
assaulted her daughter
during a meeting on
February two this year, at his
residence in Dollars Colony
here.
A Bengaluru court on June
13 issued a non-bailable
arrest warrant against
Yediyurappa in the case
registered against him on
March 14 this year. 
The High Court on June 14
restrained the CID from
arresting Yediyurappa, while
directing him to appear
before it for probe.
Yediyurappa was questioned
for over three hours by the
CID on June 17.
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Leader of Opposition in the
Legislative Council

Ambadas Danve on Friday
dubbed the Maharashtra
budget presented by Deputy
Chief Minister Ajit Pawar as
"political hypnotism" and
claimed regions like
Marathwada and Vidarbha
did not get anything.
"The state has announced so
many schemes but there is a
doubt about its
implementation. This is more
of 'political hypnotism'. After
today's budget speech, it is
clear that the government
doesn't consider regions of
Marathwada, Vidarbha as
part of Maharashtra. The
government will impose
heavy taxes on the people
through the committee
formed for systematic
implementation of schemes,"
Danve, a top Shiv Sena (UBT)
leader, said in a post on X.

Mahesh Tapase, chief
spokesperson of the Sharad
Pawar-led Nationalist
Congress Party, accused the
government of financial
mismanagement and
highlighted that debt burden
of the state has crossed Rs 7
lakh crore. He questioned the
feasibility of budgetary
provisions given the debt
burden and said the
government had no strategy
to attract business investment
and reduce unemployment.

The populist but hollow
promises would not sway the
people ahead of the elections,
Tapase added. Danve's
colleague and Osmanabad
MLA Kailas Patil said the
budget was just a damage
control exercise after the
reverses the ruling alliance
faced in the Lok Sabha polls.
He said demands of complete
farm loan waiver had been
ignored, while the promise of
free electricity is ineffective
since farmers are not getting
supply in the first place.
Industrialist Ramchandra
Bhogale criticised the budget
for "freebies", adding that
"giving everything free can
help the parties in power to
win elections, but this will
sink the state". Maharashtra
State Bank Employees
Federation general secretary
Devidas Tuljapur said the
need of the hour was relief for
farmers, especially by way of
loan waiver, but this issue was
ignored in the budget. 
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Director General of Jammu
and Kashmir Police RR

Swain Friday rewarded nine
special police officers (SPOs)
by converting them to
Constables in recognition of
their exemplary bravery
during an encounter in the
Saida Sohal village of
Hiranagar tehsil in Kathua
district on June 11.  Two
foreign terrorists were
neutralized during an
overnight operation in the
area.
All nine SPOs were part of

the special operations group
(SOG) team that was rushed
to the spot to neutralize the
terrorists in the area.
DGP said the police
leadership in Jammu and
Kashmir has decided to
acknowledge the bravery of
special police officers as they
remain the most important
component in our fight
against terrorism in the
region.DGP said we changed
the procedure and fast-
tracked their files to
acknowledge their bravery. 

DGP said by rewarding these
nine SPOs a clear message has
been sent to around 20,000
SPOs that if they will
showcase bravery and even
make an effort to do their best
during anti-terrorist
operations we will convert
them to the rank of constable
within 24 hours.
"The courage and
professionalism exhibited by
these police personnel during
the encounter was exemplary
even when they were
temporary members of J&K
police. These promotions are
a testament to their valor and
dedication. 

As these police personnel
become permanent members
of J&K Police, this will
encourage the Kathua  Police,
especially SOG Kathua &
SPOs, and boost their morale
during such operations and
encountering ANEs and other
hardcore criminals.
Meanwhile, addressing the
gathering at District Police
Lines, Kathua DGP also
assured that the Village
defense groups will be
strengthened in Kathua and
other places. 
SPOs will be promoted to win
the war against terrorism.
DGP said, “The  Jammu and

Kashmir Police is like a sword
against the terror ecosystem.
If this sword, which belongs
to the people, is not properly
maintained, victory in this
war against terrorism cannot
be achieved". Pointing to a
series of recent terror attacks
in the Union Territory, the
DGP said terrorists can
neither defeat the force nor
diminish its resolve. 
He also said the police are
well-equipped with advanced
weaponry, including arms
from Israel and Germany.
“We have no weaknesses as
far as arms are concerned,”
the DGP said.

Chhattisgarh Govt striving to expand road,
rail, telecom links in Naxal-hit areas: CM  
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Vacancies in teaching
positions in state

universities have emerged as a
major hurdle in the
implementation of the
National Education Policy
(NEP) 2020, University
Grants Commission (UGC)
chairman Mamidala Jagadesh
Kumar said here on Friday.
The UGC chairman was here
to attend a day-long
conference of vice-
chancellors of Northeastern
and Eastern regions on
‘Implementation of NEP
2020', hosted by Guwahati-
based Pragjyotishpur
University.
Addressing a press
conference, Kumar said,
"Across the country, a major
problem in state universities
is vacancies in teaching
positions. In some state
universities, 50 to 80 per cent

of teaching positions are
vacant," urging universities to
expedite the filling of these
positions.
He said implementation of
NEP is a "journey", which
cannot happen overnight, and
state governments have been
enthusiastically participating
in implementing it.
Kumar stressed that it is also
essential for the universities
to formulate an institutional
development plan and their
own roadmap for the future. 
With approximately 130 vice-

chancellors and other
academics participating,
discussions at the conference
focused on transforming
higher education institutions
to empower students in
contributing to national
development. Key topics
include providing holistic
education, integrating skill
development with degree
programs, and utilising digital
technology to reach students
from rural and economically
weaker backgrounds.
"We will be discussing how
the NEP is being
implemented and challenges
colleges and universities are
facing, so that we can
collectively find solutions," he
said.
Kumar requested the
universities to open more off-
campus centres to make
education accessible and
equitable, while stating that
UGC was also laying thrust

on training teachers in the
higher education sector.
Highlighting the need to
expose students to different
parts of the country, he said
the Northeastern region is
home to many indigenous
knowledge systems, whether
it be a festival celebrated
based on astronomical
calculation, bamboo
engineering or shifting
cultivation. "These are parts
of Indian knowledge system
and there is a need to expose
students to this from different
parts of the country," he said.
Kumar added that UGC is
also working on promoting
education in own language,
especially with the country
having numerous native
languages.
On implementation of NEP in
this region, Kumar said the
UGC is in regular touch with
state higher education
councils and VCs.
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Karnataka BJP on
Thursday held a state-

wide protest against the
Congress government over
alleged illegal money transfer
scam involving a state-run
corporation, and demanded
Chief Minister
Siddaramaiah's resignation.
BJP workers and leaders held
demonstrations in front of the
Deputy Commissioner's
office in almost all districts in
the state, party sources said.
The party's state President B
Y Vijayendra took part in the
demonstration held in the
district headquarters town of
Chitradurga.
As Vijayendra and other
leaders tried to march
towards the Deputy
Commissioner's office there,
police detained them and
whisked them away in a bus. 
There are reports of similar
protests from various parts of
the state including Belagavi,
Mandya and Mangaluru.
Vijayendra alleged that the
government is trying to cover
up the scam in the Karnataka
Maharshi Valmiki Scheduled
Tribes Development

Corporation. 
"There are death threats to
officials and those who want
to expose the government's
scams. Congress government
has done a daylight robbery of
funds that were kept for the
Valmiki and other ST
communities, and thereby it
has done injustice to those
communities," he said.
Speaking to reporters as he
was being whisked away in
the bus, he said, "(Medical
Education) Minister Sharan
Prakash Patil, Valmiki
Corporation's Chairman
Basanagouda Daddal will
have to resign. Not only that,
the Chief Minister holds the
Finance portfolio, without
coming to his notice such a

big scam would not have
happened. Allegations have
surfaced that the money was
utilised for the election, so the
Chief Minister has to resign."
The illegal money transfer
issue, involving the
Corporation, came to light,
after its accounts
s u p e r i n t e n d e n t ,
Chandrashekhar P, died by
suicide on May 26, leaving
behind a death note.
The note claimed
unauthorised transfer of Rs
187 crore belonging to the
Corporation from its bank
account, and from that, Rs
88.62 crore was illegally
moved to various accounts
allegedly belonging to "well-
known" IT companies and a

Hyderabad-based cooperative
bank among others.
Chandrashekhar has named
the Corporation's now-
suspended Managing
Director J G Padmanabh,
accounts officer Parashuram
G Durugannavar, and Union
Bank of India Chief Manager
Suchismita Rawal in the note,
while also stating that the
"Minister" had issued oral
orders for transferring the
funds. Following allegations
against him in connection
with the scam, Scheduled
Tribes Welfare Minister B
Nagendra tendered his
resignation on June 6.
Leader of Opposition R
Ashoka said the BJP will press
for Siddaramaih's resignation
during the upcoming
Assembly session.
"Nagendra's share in this
scam was only 20 per cent, 80
per cent loot was by
Siddaramaiah and
gang.......We will not stop our
fight for any reason, it will
continue. One wicket has
fallen (Minister resign), three
or more will follow. People
know this is a corrupt
government," he said in the
district headquarters town of
Kolar.
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Assam Chief Minister
Himanta Biswa Sarma on

Friday pulled up Nalbari
district commissioner for
serving lunch with "too many
items" during the state
Cabinet meeting there the
previous day.
Sarma said instructions were
issued for arranging simple
vegetarian meal, which was
allegedly not followed by DC
Varnali Deka.
"In spite of repeated
instructions from this office
to arrange simple vegetarian
meal during the Cabinet
meeting held on 27/06/24 at

Nalbari, you have not
followed the instructions
accordingly," Sarma wrote to
Deka.
"Rather, elaborate
arrangements were made with
too many items," he added.
Expressing 'extreme
displeasure', the CM added
that such instructions should

be carried out scrupulously in
future.

According to local media
reports, the menu included
several vegetarian dishes and
different varieties of fish and
meat cooked with local
ingredients.
Elaborate arrangements
during Cabinet meetings held
outside Dispur had drawn the
attention of the public
previously, leading the CM to
instruct for basic food and
other provisions.
Sarma-led Cabinet has been
holding meetings outside the
capital on different occasions
in a bid to take the
government closer to people.
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Arunachal Pradesh will use
the English and Hindi

versions of the three new
criminal laws since the state's
people speak in
"innumerable" dialects, an
official said on Friday.
Officials and other people
concerned are being trained
on the new laws in English
and Hindi, he said.
English is the official
language of the northeastern
state. 
From July 1, three new
criminal laws, Bharatiya
Nyaya Sanhita 2023,

Bharatiya Nagrik Suraksha
Sanhita 2023 and Bharatiya
Sakshya Adhiniyam 2023, will
come into effect across the
country. These laws will
replace the Indian Penal Code
1860, Indian Evidence Act
1872 and the Code of
Criminal Procedure 1973.
"We will use the English and
Hindi versions (of the three
laws). They are not being
translated into any local
language. We have 26 major
and over 100 sub-tribes," the
official said.
He said all investigating
officers in the northeastern
state are being imparted

training on the laws in all 27
districts in English and Hindi
for the last two months.
According to the website of
the Ministry of Development
of North Eastern Region, 30-
50 distinct languages/dialects
are in use in Arunachal
Pradesh.  Besides, there are
"innumerable dialects and
sub-dialects".
Some of these languages are
Nyishi, Dafla, Miji, Adi,
Gallong, Wancho, Tagin, Hill
Miri, Mohpa, Nocte, Aka,
Tangsa and Khamti. A
majority of them belong to
the Tibeto-Burman language
family. 
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Owing to heavy rains in
the coastal regions of

Karnataka, the India
Meteorological Department
(IMD) has issued warning for
fishermen till June 29.
Stating that squally weather
with wind speed of 35 kmph
to 45 kmph, gusting to 55
kmph, is likely to prevail till
June 29, the IMD reiterated
its warning to fishermen,
asking them not to enter the
sea.
It has also issued high wave
alerts for the coast of
Dakshina Kannada (Mulki to
Mangalore) Udupi (Baindur
to Kapu) and Uttara Kannada
(Majali to Bhatkal). With
high waves in the range of 2.9
m to 3. 7m till June 29, the
Met centre advised caution
while doing marine
operations and nearshore
recreations.Stating that

waterlogging and flooding of
low-lying areas as well as
mudslides and rock falls are
possible, it has warned people
to avoid areas prone to flash
floods and be prepared for
power outages and traffic
disruptions.According to its
report, Bengaluru is likely to
receive very light rain, with
temperatures varying from
26.4 degrees Celsius to 21.3
degrees Celsius tomorrow.
In Karnataka, Agumbe has
received the highest rainfall
at 81.5 mm on June 27 and
Bengaluru city the lowest at
0.1mm.
Meanwhile, Bengaluru's
water expert and one of the

founders of Biome Trust, S
Vishwanath, who tracks the
reservoir inflow on 'X' has
pointed out that there has
been a good inflow in Kaveri
basin.
"Kabini roars in," he posted
on the social media on June
27 from his handle
@zenrainman. He had also
observed earlier that Kabini
will be the first reservoir to
fill up as it's a small reservoir
with a large rainy catchment
area.As per Karnataka State
Natural Disaster Monitoring
Centre, as on June 28, water
inflow to Kabini stands at
20,113 cusecs.
Another 'X' user, who too
tracks weather in the state
through his handle Namma
Karnataka Weather
(@namma_vjy) has pointed
out that the water level has
started receding in
Bhagamandala Triveni
Sangama.
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Pappu Yadav, an inde-
pendent Member of
Parliament from Purnia

in Bihar, has sparked a heat-
ed debate by instructing doc-
tors in his constituency to cap
their consultation fees at 500
rupees. This directive has not
only caused an uproar in
medical and political circles
but has also highlighted a
long-ignored issue: the regu-
lation of doctors' fees for
patient consultations.Amid
the political backlash and
ongoing arguments, several
critical questions arise: Who
sets the consultation fees for
doctors?
Is there any mechanism to
control the exorbitant fees that
doctors often charge? What
roles do the Indian Medical
Association (IMA) and the
Medical Council of India
(MCI) play in regulating these
fees?Unfortunately, the
answers appear bleak for
patients. The IMA has dis-
tanced itself from the respon-
sibility of setting doctor's fees,
citing the "Clinical
Establishments Act" as a rea-
son for their inaction. In
reality, doctors charge consul-
tation fees ranging from 500
to 2,000 rupees per visit, with
no standardization or over-

sight.Adding to the problem
is the unethical practice of
government doctors running
private clinics, sometimes
even during official hospital
hours. In Bihar, it is common
knowledge that government
doctors often skip their hos-
pital duties to treat patients
privately. Many of these
patients had initially visited
them at government hospi-
tals. Despite this rampant
issue, the IMA has not imple-
mented any regulations to
curb this behavior, instead
deferring the matter to state
governments, stating they
will follow any rules set by the
states regarding private prac-
tice.In Bihar, however, such
rules are frequently disre-
garded. Historically, whenev-
er a state government has

attempted to ban private prac-
tice for government doctors,
the medical community has
reacted with strong opposi-
tion, organizing protests and
strikes, which have left many
patients without care. This
ongoing struggle highlights
the urgent need for regulato-
ry reform in the medical sec-
tor to ensure fair and ethical
treatment for all patients.
The controversy ignited by
Pappu Yadav’s directive to cap
consultation fees at 500
rupees underscores the urgent
need for regulatory reform in
India's medical sector. The
outcry from both political and
medical circles highlights the
long-standing issue of
unchecked and exorbitant
consultation fees, which often
range from 500 to 2,000

rupees, with no standardiza-
tion or oversight. The Indian
Medical Association (IMA)
and the Medical Council of
India (MCI) have largely
abdicated responsibility, citing
the "Clinical Establishments
Act" as a reason for their inac-
tion. 
Meanwhile, unethical prac-
tices persist, such as govern-
ment doctors running private
clinics during official hours,
exacerbating the problem.In
Bihar, the issue is particular-
ly severe, with government
doctors often neglecting their
duties in public hospitals to
treat patients privately.
Attempts by state govern-
ments to regulate this practice
have faced fierce opposition
from the medical communi-
ty, leading to protests and
strikes that disrupt patient
care. This situation reveals a
critical need for comprehen-
sive reforms to ensure fair and
ethical medical practices. By
addressing these challenges,
regulatory bodies can create
a more equitable healthcare
system that prioritizes patient
welfare over profit, ultimate-
ly fostering a more just and
efficient medical landscape.

(The author is a columnist,
views are personal)
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od remain grim reminders for
many.Nevertheless, the citizens, under
the leadership of selfless figures like
Jayaprakash Narayan, acted decisively to
restore democracy. Similarly, when N.T.
Rama Rao's elected government was top-
pled in Andhra Pradesh, the people again
rose to action and restored it. 
In the last decade, India has been experi-
encing an undeclared emergency, charac-
terized by a subdued press, with the
country ranking 161st out of 180 in the
Global Press Freedom Index, the killing of
five journalists in a year, and over 200
injured. Numerous individuals have been
imprisoned for extended periods without
charges simply for expressing dissent.
Arbitrary manipulation of election results,
such as in the Chandigarh mayoral elec-
tion, and the use of central agencies to
silence opposition voices are reminiscent
of the Emergency era. While MISA was
used by Indira Gandhi, UAPA serves a sim-
ilar purpose today. The people possess the
power to protect democracy as evidenced
by the results of the recent election.

AG Rajmohan |Anantapur
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Madam — The election of Om Birla as
Speaker was a foregone conclusion, serv-
ing merely as a formality to placate oppo-
sition parties. The tradition of allotting the
Speaker's post to the ruling party and the
Deputy Speaker's post to the opposition has
been abandoned. 
Although AICC President asserted the
INDIA. bloc would not withdraw its can-
didate, Jairam Ramesh admitted they did
not seek a division. Consequently, the
opposition has forfeited its right to demand
the Deputy Speakership. 
The trust deficit between the treasury
benches and the opposition necessitated
the election. Ideally, an agreement could
have been reached where the opposition
conceded the Speaker's post to the ruling
party in exchange for the Deputy
Speakership. This trust, if honoured,
would have exposed any ruling party's
deception.

KV Seetharamaiah | Bengaluru
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Madam —The alarming unemployment
rate and the availability of cheap labor in
India enable multinational companies to
dictate terms and exploit poor gig work-
ers with low wages. Over the years, there
has been significant outcry in the U.S. and
Europe about companies like Amazon,
which have been fined and investigated for
poor working conditions for non-perma-
nent employees. These commercially dri-
ven giants often prioritize profit over work-
er welfare.The National Human Rights
Commission (NHRC) has taken cog-
nizance of the dire working conditions in
Amazon warehouses, where workers are
forced to endure inhumane conditions
without breaks, often in extreme heat.
Despite regulations like 
The Contract Labour (Regulation and
Abolition) Act, which aims to ensure the
safety, health, and social security of con-
tract laborers, the situation remains dire.
To meet unrealistic and dangerous targets,
unemployed youths are compelled to
work under miserable and unhealthy con-
ditions. Consumer indifference further
exacerbates the situation, allowing such
exploitation to continue unchecked.
Regulatory agencies and consumer aware-
ness can make a significant difference. It's
crucial to recognize that the gig economy
relies on underpaid employees, whose
rights and well-being should be central to
national development.

Vijay Singh Adhikari | Nainital
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Madam — This refers to the article, "The
Dark Days of India's Emergency" (27-6-24).
When India achieved independence, many
doubted its ability to sustain a democrat-
ic republic for long. However, the Indian
people have consistently demonstrated
their wisdom, commitment to democra-
cy, and their ability to resurrect it when-
ever it has been threatened. Indira Gandhi’s
declaration of the Emergency, despite
being an act that stifled democracy,
required considerable boldness. 
The hardships endured during that peri-
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often, the imposition of sanc-
tions. Not all countries, how-
ever, react this way. Given the
dynamics of global power play,
some countries, mainly autoc-
racies themselves, do not join
the chorus of outrage. 
Rather, they rally behind the
usurper. Mostly thanks to
them, the sanctions do not
work. The junta that had
staged the coup carries on.
New developments on the
global scene consume the
attention of countries con-
demning the coup. The junta
is replaced by another entity as
the principal target of outrage.
Slowly, opposition towards it
declines and there is a gradual
trudge towards normalization
of ties, particularly if the uni-
formed dictators relax their
tyranny a little while retaining
their grip on power.
Is this what is going to happen
in Myanmar? One does not
know. It will, however, be of no
credit to the world's democra-
cies if this does not happen and
the people of Myanmar are
able to overthrow the junta
forcibly, which, by the look of
things, is by no means a
remote possibility. The Sit-Tat
(which, and not Tatmadaw, is
the real name of the junta's
army), has been suffering
reverse after reverse ever since
the opposition Three
Brotherhood Alliance (hence-
forth the Alliance) launched its
current offensive, codenamed

Operation 1027, on October
27, 2023. Comprising the
Myanmar National
Democratic Alliance Army
(MNDAA) operating in the
Kokang Special Region of
Northern  Shan State,  the
Ta'ang National Liberation
Army (TNLA), also active in
Shan State, and the Arakan
Army, based in the Rakhine
State in the country's western
part, it has been acting in close
cooperation with the National
Unity Government's military
arm, the People's Democratic
Force (PDF), and other ethnic
armies like the Karen National
Liberation Army (KNLA), the
Karen Liberation Army
(KNA), the Karenni
Nationalities Defence Force
(KNDF), and one of the coun-
try's most powerful armed
ethnic organisations, the
Kachin Independence Army
(KIA).
According to an analysis in the
website The Irrawaddy, date-
lined June 22, 2024, the junta
has lost, since its coup on
February, 2024, to the resis-
tance forces one Military
Regional Command, three
Military Operational
Commands, seven headquar-
ters of the Border Guard Police
Battalions, and 63 of the 545
military battalions besides
more than 2,500 frontline
bases including tactical and
frontline bases of military
divisions. 

Among the latest gains by the
resistance forces, Mohinga
Matters lists the Chin
Brotherhood Force's capture of
the junta's battalion station 304
in Chin State's Matupi town-
ship on June 17, 2024, and the
KNLA's capture of Sukali mil-
itary station, south of
Myawaddy city, on June 18.
The Junta's growing despera-
tion is reflected in the stern
measures it has been taking
against those it regards as sur-
rendering or deserting, the
killing of all suspected oppo-
nents and heightened efforts at
conscription given the refusal
of people to serve in its forces.
Indeed, those sentenced to
death include Brigadier-
General  Zao Myo Win for
surrendering to the MNDAA.
The junta has also killed a
highly respected Buddhist
monk, Bhaddanta
Manindabhivamsa, who has
been strongly critical of it by
shooting at his car on June 19,
Aung San Suu Kyi's birthday.
Given its faltering conscription
scheme, the junta has report-
edly been planning to con-
script women in some parts. 
Needless to say, all this only
serves to swell the tide of
anger against it sweeping the
country. Time is running out
for Myanmar's uniformed
tyrants.

(The author is Consulting
Editor, The Pioneer. The

views expressed are personal)
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On June 19, 2024,
Aung San Suu Kyi
spent yet another
birthday in prison,
as she completed 79

and stepped into her 80th year.
No one knows where she is.
Even her son, Kim Aris, has not
heard from her since receiving a
thank-you note from her in
January this year for a package he
had sent her. Yet not a squeak was
heard from leaders of Western
democracies who were, not so
long ago, condemning her incar-
ceration and Myanmar's ruling
junta which had usurped power
through a coup on February 1,
2021, and unleashed savage
repression as protests surged
throughout the country. Clearly,
Myanmar is no longer visible on
the radar of the democratic
world's concerns.
There are doubtless possible
explanations. Member countries
of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation (NATO) are
engrossed with the war in
Ukraine and the possibility of the
latter turning into a wider
European War, if not World War
III. Liberal elements in several
European countries are alarmed
by the gains made by right-wing
forces in the recent elections to
the European Parliament. Prime
Minister Rishi Sunak of the
United Kingdom and President
Emmanuel Macron of France
are facing elections. Growing
popular anger over Israel's con-
tinuing offensive in Gaza, which
has caused around 40,000 deaths,
a large part of whom are women
and children, is worrying govern-
ments that continue to support
the Netanyahu regime. 
President Joe Biden's worries
range from Israel's war, the con-
flict in Ukraine, immigration, and
fending off the challenge posed by
Donald Trump in the November
presidential elections in the US.
Whatever the reasons, the fact is
that Myanmar is no longer the
global concern it was. 
Such things have happened
before. Public and governmental
spans of attention are proverbial-
ly ephemeral. It is this transience
that mostly sustains autocracies.
There is a perceptible process. The
initial response to a coup is con-
demnation by democracies and,
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Dimple Wadhawan | Kanpur
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As India anticipates the
unveiling of the first
comprehensive Union

Budget under the Modi 3.0
government, the healthcare
sector finds itself at a crucial
crossroads. The interim bud-
get has set a preliminary
roadmap, yet achieving a
transformative overhaul of the
healthcare ecosystem requires
a robust and unified effort. 
It is imperative to prioritize
increased funding for health-
care infrastructure, innova-
tion, and accessibility to create
a new ecosystem that can sup-
port India’s ambitious health-
care objectives.One of the pri-
mary expectations from the
forthcoming budget is the
reclassification of hospitals as
infrastructure investments.
This reclassification has the
potential to attract substantial

private sector investments,
which are vital for the devel-
opment of state-of-the-art
healthcare facilities across the
country. 
Additionally, extending inter-
est rate subventions for med-
ical equipment could alleviate
the financial strain on hospi-
tals, facilitating the moderniza-
tion of technology and
improvement in service deliv-
ery.A significant step forward
for India's healthcare system

would be the formulation of a
roadmap to boost public
healthcare expenditure to 3%
of the GDP. According to the
Confederation of Indian
Industry (CII) and Reserve
Bank of India estimates,
healthcare expenditure needs
to grow at a compound annu-
al growth rate (CAGR) of
18.9%. The current goal is to
achieve 2.5% public expendi-
ture on healthcare by 2025-26
and 3% by 2030-31. 
While these targets are ambi-
tious, they require meticu-
lous planning and strategic
execution to be realized.The
economic burden of healthcare
costs is a major concern for the
lower and middle-income
groups in India. High out-of-
pocket expenditures, coupled
with escalating healthcare costs
and insurance barriers, neces-

sitate immediate government
intervention. Incorporating
advanced treatment methods
into the Ayushman Bharat
Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya
Yojana (AB-PMJAY) and
encouraging private health
insurance companies to adopt
similar practices can signifi-
cantly enhance healthcare
accessibility for these
groups.The government must
also place a strong emphasis on
rural healthcare in its budget
allocations. 
Direct investments in health-
care infrastructure and med-
ical personnel, along with tar-
geted incentives to attract doc-
tors and hospitals to under-
served areas, are critical. This
approach will expand health-
care coverage and spur inno-
vation in insurance products,
making comprehensive health-

care accessible to all, especial-
ly in rural regions where the
need is most pressing. Physical
infrastructure along with the
human resources  is essential
for delivering quality health-
care.
Rational regulations and poli-
cies are critical to supporting
India’s aspiration to achieve
UHC by 2030. Such regula-
tions should enable seamless
collaboration among all stake-
holders, ensuring that quality
healthcare services are acces-
sible to all citizens, regardless
of socio-economic status. 
This approach will help
address health disparities and
improve overall health out-
comes in the country.The pri-
vate sector has a pivotal role in
delivering quality healthcare
services. Bridging the critical
gaps in service delivery is

essential for achieving UHC,
particularly in addressing the
dual burden of non-commu-
nicable and communicable
diseases.Health insurance is a
vital component in the journey
toward "Health for All." With
low insurance coverage, many
individuals face substantial
out-of-pocket expenses when
seeking healthcare services. 
Implementing mandatory
health insurance and gradual-
ly expanding coverage to
include self-employed profes-
sionals and other currently
excluded groups can pave the
way for a more equitable
healthcare system. 
This strategy would ensure
that all citizens have access to
essential health services with-
out financial hardship.Access
to quality healthcare is funda-
mental for everyone, and UHC

is key in this regard. According
to the World Health
Organization (WHO), UHC
means access to essential
health services, including
affordable medicines and vac-
cines, without financial diffi-
culty. Strengthening health
systems and essential infra-
structure is vital for achieving
UHC. 
The private sector's invest-
ments in healthcare infra-
structure and training health
workers are significant contri-
butions toward this goal.
Achieving the goal of
Healthcare for All by 2030 in
India presents numerous
opportunities but also requires
overcoming significant barri-
ers. A multi-faceted approach
is essential for increasing
access to and delivery of qual-
ity healthcare. Developing a

sustainable healthcare busi-
ness model that integrates pri-
mary, secondary, and tertiary
care systems is crucial. 
Such a model should empha-
size affordability and high
quality, enhancing the reputa-
tion of Indian
healthcare.Substantial support
for the hospital sector is also
necessary, including a combi-
nation of investments and tax
reliefs, to build infrastructure
assets and provide top-tier
healthcare services across the
country. Bridging the rural-
urban divide in critical care
facilities is imperative to reach-
ing the goal of Healthcare for
All by 2030.
(The author is Chief Strategy

Officer at Indian Spinal
Injuries Centre, New Delhi.

The views expressed 
are personal)
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strating robust leadership in par-
liamentary debates and public
forums are crucial for gaining
public trust and support.
Responsibilities as LoP
Holding the Government
Accountable: Gandhi will lead
the opposition’s efforts in holding
the government accountable. This
involves articulating the opposi-
tion’s stance on various issues,
participating in debates, and
ensuring effective representa-
tion.
Rallying Opposition Parties:
He will need to rally opposition
parties, build consensus, and
coordinate their efforts. This can
be challenging given the diverse
ideologies and interests of differ-
ent parties.
Effective Communication:
Gandhi must communicate effec-
tively within and outside
Parliament. His speeches, state-
ments, and interactions with the
media will shape public percep-
tion and influence political dis-
course.
Strategic Decision-Making:
Making strategic decisions
regarding when to cooperate
with the ruling party and when to
oppose them requires astute
political judgment. Balancing
these choices will be crucial.
Master y of  Parliamentar y
Procedures: Understanding par-
liamentary rules, procedures, and
tactics is crucial. Gandhi will
need to master these to effective-
ly challenge the government.
Raising Critical Issues: People
expect the LoP to raise critical
issues, propose alternatives, and
offer constructive solutions.

Meeting these expectations will
be key to Gandhi’s effectiveness
as LoP.
Rahul Gandhi may also gain an
important position as the chair-
man of the Public Accounts
Committee, which primarily
examines reports from the
Comptroller and Auditor General
(CAG). The PAC has a majority
of government nominees and
typically decides issues by vote.
Additionally, as LoP, Gandhi
would be part of various col-
legiums alongside the Prime
Minister and Chief Justice of
India (or government nominees),
responsible for selecting the
heads of key investigative and
transparency agencies including
the Central  Bureau of
Investigation (CBI), Lokpal,
Central Vigilance Commission
(CVC), Chief  Election
C o m m i s s i o n e r / E l e c t i o n
Commissioners,  and Chief
Information Commissioner
(CIC).
Historical Parallels: Indira
Gandhi and Rahul GandhiAn
amended version of Karl Marx's
quote suggests that history
repeats itself first as tragedy and
not necessarily as farce; hence its
recurrence has ended up enhanc-
ing Rahul Gandhi's prestige as
LoP. Political observers note two
stark similarities between the
late Mrs. Indira Gandhi’s come-
back in 1980 and Rahul Gandhi’s
recent resurgence.Indira Gandhi
earned the title "Bechari" in the
eyes of the people due to the
excesses and humiliation inflict-
ed on her by the Janata Party after
losing power, a fallout of the

Emergency's dark era. In the late
1960s, she was derisively called
"Goongi Gudiya" (Dumb Doll) by
her detractors, which ultimately
helped her emerge strong and
bounce back to power in 1980.
Similarly, Rahul Gandhi's rejuve-
nation as a credible LoP in 2024
comes after being dubbed
"Pappu" by the BJP.
At this juncture, experts suggest
that the common people wit-
nessed a privileged member of
the Gandhi family walking in
scorching heat and biting cold,
highlighting their problems. This
might have changed their opin-
ion about him, leading them to
perceive him as a "Bechara
Shehzada" (Poor Prince), earning
their sympathy and contributing
to the BJP's undoing in the 2024
polls. 
The NDA government’s focus
on Hindutva,  anti-Muslim
rhetoric, and tall promises failed
to address people's real issues.
Prime Minister Modi can be
credited for popularizing the
term "Shehzada" (Scion) for
Rahul Gandhi, but this cam-
paign ultimately transformed his
image from "Pappu" to a credible
national leader.Overall, Rahul
Gandhi’s leadership as LoP will
significantly impact India’s polit-
ical landscape. To effectively rep-
resent the opposition in
Parliament, he will need to rise to
these challenges, demonstrating
strong leadership and a commit-
ment to addressing the concerns
of the Indian people.
(The writer is a senior journalist

and a policy analyst; views
expressed are personal)

Rahul Gandhi's decision to
accept the Congress Working
Committee's (CWC) offer to
become the new Leader of the
Opposition in Parliament may

serve a dual purpose. Firstly, it will pro-
vide him with a statutory position under
the law, positioning him as a direct rival
to Prime Minister Narendra Modi in the
2029 elections, compelling Modi to take
him seriously, unlike in the past.
Secondly, despite being the strongest
critic of the Prime Minister both inside
and outside Parliament, Gandhi’s voice
has often been drowned out by the BJP's
"shouting brigade" over the past decade.
However, this scenario is poised to
change as the BJP enters the Lok Sabha
with a reduced strength of 240 MPs,
down from 303 in the previous Lok
Sabha.In contrast, the Congress has
almost doubled its strength, increasing
from 52 to 102 MPs, including three
independents. 
This bolstered presence will enable the
Congress to counter the BJP’s tactics
more effectively. A tit-for-tat dynamic
may emerge in Parliament: if the BJP’s
"shouting brigade" attempts to silence
Rahul Gandhi, Congress MPs may
respond by disrupting the Prime
Minister's speeches. The overall parlia-
mentary balance of power has shifted as
well. The combined strength of the NDA
(BJP and its allies) will be reduced to 294,
down from 336 in the previous term.
Meanwhile, the Congress-led UPA has
increased its seats from 90 to 234,
including several new additions, posing
a significant challenge for the ruling
party.
Challenges as Leader of the Opposition
As the Leader of the Opposition (LoP)
in Parliament, Rahul Gandhi will face
numerous challenges requiring a dedi-
cated and full-time commitment. The
role cannot be managed on an ad hoc
basis as it demands continuous effort and
strategic planning. Key responsibilities
and strategies include:
Regular Interaction with Allies: Gandhi
must engage regularly with leaders of
allied parties to formulate strategies
aimed at cornering the weakened BJP-
led alliance in Parliament. Building and
maintaining strong relationships 
with diverse political groups will be
essential.
Aggressive yet Mature Approach: It will
be crucial for Gandhi to demonstrate
aggression balanced with maturity, par-
ticularly when highlighting issues of
public importance. His ability to address
these issues effectively in Parliament will
be key to his success.
Unifying a Fragmented Opposition:
One of the most significant challenges
will be unifying a fragmented opposi-
tion. The diverse political ideologies and
regional interests create a complex land-
scape, making consensus-building a
critical yet difficult task.
C ountering the Ruling Party's
Narrative: Despite the BJP's reduced
majority, countering its dominant nar-
rative remains a formidable challenge.
The ruling party's stronghold on media
and public perception necessitates a
strategic and compelling opposition
narrative.
Scrutiny of Leadership Style: Gandhi's
leadership style and communication
skills will be under constant scrutiny.
Establishing his credibility and demon-
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Joe Biden, seeking a second
term in the White House,

stumbled in his first televised
presidential debate with his pre-
decessor Donald Trump, setting
off alarm bells among top
Democrats about whether the
incumbent president can stay
atop in the gruelling months
ahead of the elections. During
their roughly 90-minute debate
defined by personal attacks on
Thursday night, Trump, the
presumptive Republican Party
candidate in the November 5
presidential election, clashed
right from the start with 81-year-
old Biden, arguing pointedly
about the American economy,
foreign relations and migra-
tion.
“We’re like a Third World nation
and it’s a shame,” Trump, 78,
said. “We’re no longer respect-
ed,” he said, blaming a halting
and raspy-voiced Biden. “They
think we’re stupid.”
Trump, appearing very confi-

dent during the high-stakes
debate at the CNN headquarters

in Atlanta, also repeated false-
hoods - from abortion to taxes
and the deficit - and at first

avoided answering if he would
accept the 2024 election result.
Trump also linked the country’s

problems to the influx of
migrants crossing the porous
southwestern US border with

Mexico, saying they were hurt-
ing the American economy.
“We had the safest border in the
world,” Trump said about his
2017-2021 term in the White
House. Now, he claimed, “It’s the
most dangerous place in the
world.”
Responding to Trump’s state-
ment, Biden said, “He is exagger-
ating, he’s lying,” underlining that
40 per cent fewer migrants are
now crossing the border since he
recently imposed tighter entry
restrictions.
The two leaders called each
other a liar and the worst pres-
ident in the history of the US.
Biden called Trump a sucker and
loser. “I was recently in France
for D-Day, and I spoke to all
about those heroes that died. I
went to the World War II ceme-
tery — the World War I ceme-
tery he refused to go to,” Biden,
the presumptive candidate of the
Democratic Party, said, referring
to Trump, who declined to visit
the cemetery in 2018.
“He was standing with his four-
star general, and he told me, he
said, ‘I don’t want to go in

there, because they’re a bunch of
losers and suckers. My son was
not a loser. He’s not a sucker.
You’re the sucker. You’re the
loser,” Biden said.
Trump said that the quotes
were made up in a third-rate
magazine and he later fired the
general.
On the age factor, Biden remind-
ed Trump that he was just three
years younger than him. At 81,
Biden is the oldest president in
US history.
Trump called Biden a criminal
after the latter called him a “con-
victed felon,” referring to his
conviction in a New York hush-
money case.
“Joe could be a convicted felon
with all of the things that he’s
done, he’s done horrible things.
This man is a criminal. This
man, you’re lucky, you’re lucky,
I did nothing wrong. We have a
system that was rigged and dis-
gusting,” Trump said.
“When he talks about a convict-
ed felon, his son (Hunter Biden)
is a convicted felon, at a very
high level,” he alleged.
As the two leaders sparred over

various issues, Biden accused
Trump that he does not know
what he is talking about.
Biden alleged that Trump has
the morals of an alley cat. “How
many billions of dollars do you
owe in civil penalties for, for
molesting a woman in public, for
doing a whole range of things,
for having sex with a porn star
on the night — while your wife
was pregnant? What are you
talking about? You have the
morals of an alley cat,” he
said.“Could you ever think you
heard any president say that ‘I’m
going to seek retribution? This
guy has no sense of American
democracy,” Biden said.Trump
slammed his successor Biden on
his immigration policies, alleg-
ing that it made the country
insecure.
“We’re literally, an uncivilized
country now. He doesn’t want it
to be. He just doesn’t know. He
opened the borders nobody’s
ever seen anything like, and we
have to get a lot of these people
out and we have to get them out
fast because they’re going to
destroy our country,”
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British Prime Minister Rishi
Sunak on Friday reacted to

a racist slur targeted at him,
saying it made him “hurt and
angry”. Speaking to reporters
on the general election cam-
paign trail, Sunak said his two
daughters, Krishna and
Anoushka, had to see and hear
Reform UK activists who cam-
paigned for party leader Nigel
Farage “calling me a Paki”.
“It hurts, and it makes me
angry,” the 44-year-old British
Indian leader said, adding that
Farage has questions to answer.
Sunak noted: “I don’t repeat
those words lightly. I do so
deliberately because this is too
important not to call out clear-
ly for what it is.
“When you see Reform candi-
dates and campaigners, seem-
ingly using racist and misogy-
nistic language and opinions
seemingly without challenge, I
think it tells you something
about the culture within the

Reform Party.”
He was speaking after a cam-
paigner for the far-right
Reform UK was filmed using
the slur considered racist
towards people of South Asian
heritage, forcing the party’s
leader and general election
candidate Nigel Farage to con-
demn the actions as “appalling”.
Reform UK is fielding hun-

dreds of candidates in the July
4 election on an anti-immigra-
tion stance with the hope of
posing a major challenge for
the incumbent Conservative
Party, which is heavily trailing
in the polls. However, with the
election called earlier than
expected, the party has been
unable to fully vet all its cam-
paigners and one of them –
Andrew Parker – was filmed by
an undercover reporter from
Channel 4.
“The appalling sentiments
expressed by some in these
exchanges bear no relation to
my own views, those of the vast
majority of our supporters or
Reform UK,” Farage said in a
statement.
The same activist was also
heard suggesting army recruits
with guns should be posted to
“just shoot” illegal migrants
landing on UK beaches.
Speaking at a campaign event
on Thursday, Farage said that
“one or two people let us down
and we let them go” but added

that “in most cases they’re just
speaking like ordinary folk”.
The 60-year-old divisive politi-
cian is making his eighth
attempt to be elected to
Parliament after seven failed
bids. This time, polls suggest a
comfortable lead for him in the
race to represent the seaside
town of Clacton-on-Sea.
While Reform is likely to win

only a handful of seats, at
most, in the 650-seat House of
Commons, Farage says his goal
is to get a foothold and lead the
“real” Opposition to a Labour
Party government – which is
widely expected to succeed the
Sunak-led Tories after the gen-
eral election. The British Indian
leader has, meanwhile, warned
voters that a vote for Reform
UK was effectively a vote in
favour of a tax-raising Labour
Party. He has also hit back at
Farage’s own controversial
statements claiming that the
West had provoked Russian
President Vladimir Putin into
attacking Ukraine.
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Bnei Brak (Israel) (AP):
Hundreds of ultra-Orthodox
Jewish men blocked a major
highway in central Israel for
two hours on Thursday to
protest a recent Supreme Court
decision ordering young reli-
gious men to enlist for military
service. Military service is com-
pulsory for most Jewish men
and women in Israel. But polit-
ically powerful ultra-Orthodox
parties have won draft exemp-
tions for their followers that
allow them instead to study in
religious seminaries.
This long-standing arrange-
ment has bred widespread
resentment among the broad-
er public — a sentiment that
has grown stronger during the
eight-month war against
Hamas in Gaza.  Over 600 sol-
diers have been killed, and
tens of thousands of reservists
have been activated, straining
careers, businesses and family
lives.
Protesters sat on the highway
and lay on the ground as police
lifted them up and dragged
them away. Officers mounted
on horseback charged into the
crowd. Many demonstrators
held signs and chanted “To
prison! Not to the army!” “We
all came here for one goal, we
reflect the position of all the
Orthodox public,” said a young
man, identifying himself only
by his first name Ozer. “All the
Orthodox public prefers to go
to prison and not to the
army.”The ultra-Orthodox see
their full-time religious study as
their part in protecting the
state. 
Many fear that greater contact
with secular society through
the military will distance
adherents from strict obser-
vance of the faith.The Supreme
Court this week ordered the
government to begin drafting
ultra-Orthodox men, saying
the system of exemptions is
unequal.The decision could
lead to the collapse of Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s
government. Ultra-Orthodox
parties and their followers
oppose any change in the sys-
tem.
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Khan Younis (Gaza Strip)
(AP): Israeli authorities say 68
people — 19 sick or wounded
children plus their companions
— have been allowed out of the
Gaza Strip and into Egypt in
the first medical evacuation
since early May, when the ter-
ritory’s sole travel crossing was
shut down after Israel cap-
tured it.
The nearly nine-month Israel-
Hamas war has devastated
Gaza’s health sector and forced
most of its hospitals to shut
down. Health officials say thou-
sands of people need medical
treatment abroad, including
hundreds of urgent cases.
The Israeli military body
responsible for Palestinian
civilian affairs, known by its
acronym COGAT, said
Thursday that the evacuation
was carried out in coordination
with officials from the United
States, Egypt and the interna-
tional community.  The chil-
dren and their companions

left Gaza via the Kerem Shalom
cargo crossing, and the patients
were to travel to Egypt and far-
ther abroad for medical treat-
ment.
Family members bade a tearful
goodbye to the kids at Nasser
Hospital in the southern Gaza
town of Khan Younis. Many of
the families appeared anxious
— most relatives had to stay
behind, and even those allowed
to accompany the patients did
not know their final destina-
tion.
Nour Abu Zahri wept as he
kissed his young daughter
goodbye. The girl has severe
burns on her head from an
Israeli airstrike. He said he
didn’t get clearance to leave
Gaza with her, although her
mother did.
“It’s been almost 10 months,
and there is no solution for the
hospitals here,” he said.
Kamela Abukweik burst into
tears after her son got on the
bus heading to the crossing

with her mother. Neither she
nor her husband were cleared
to leave.
“He has tumors spread all over
his body and we don’t know
what the reason is. And he con-
stantly has a fever,” she said. “I
still don’t know where he is
going.”
The Rafah crossing between
Gaza and Egypt, the only one
available for people to travel in
or out, shut down after Israeli
forces captured it during their
operation in the city early last
month. Egypt has refused to
reopen its side of the crossing
until the Gaza side is returned
to Palestinian control.
Six of the children were trans-
ferred to Nasser Hospital from
Al-Ahli Hospital in Gaza City
earlier this week. Five have can-
cer and one suffers from meta-
bolic syndrome. That evacua-
tion was organized by the
World Health Organization,
which could not immediately
be reached for comment.

At a press conference at Nasser
Hospital on Thursday, Dr.
Mohammed Zaqout, the head
of Gaza’s hospitals, said the
evacuation was being conduct-
ed in coordination with the
WHO and three American
charities.
Zaqout said over 25,000
patients in Gaza require treat-
ment abroad, including some
980 children with cancer, a
quarter of whom need “urgent
and immediate evacuation.”
He said the cases included in
Thursday’s evacuation are “a
drop in the ocean” and that the
complicated route through
Kerem Shalom and into Egypt
cannot serve as an alternative
to the Rafah crossing.
Zaqout said 21 children had
originally been scheduled to
leave Thursday, but one arrived
at the hospital too late to make
the departure. It was not imme-
diately clear what prevented the
other child from joining the
evacuation. 
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China’s Chang’e-6 mission,
which returned this week

from the far side of the Moon,
has brought back nearly two
kilogrammes of samples for
research which will further
enhance the understanding of
lunar evolution, the country’s
space agency announced on
Friday.
Based on the preliminary mea-
surement, the Chang’e-6 mis-
sion collected 1,935.3 grams of
lunar samples, according to the
China National Space
Administration (CNSA).
“We have found that the sam-
ples brought back by Chang’e-
6 were more viscous com-
pared to previous samples,
with the presence of clumps.
These are observable charac-
teristics,” Ge Ping, Deputy
Director of the CNSA’s Lunar
Exploration and Space
Engineering Centre, who is
also the spokesperson for the
Chang’e-6 mission, told the

media here.
Researchers will then carry
out the storage and processing
of the lunar samples as planned
and initiate scientific research
work.
The lunar samples, which were
collected from the far side of
the moon for the first time in
human history, hold unique
scientific significance as they
will further enhance the
understanding of lunar evolu-
tion, accelerate the pace of
peaceful exploration and uti-
lization of lunar resources,
and serve as an important
asset for all humanity, the
CNSA said.    
It said it would organise scien-
tific research on the samples,
sharing China’s lunar explo-
ration achievements with the
international community.
Based on the lunar sample
management rules released by
the CNSA and the experience
in dealing with the applications
for lunar samples collected by
the Chang’e-5 mission, appli-

cations for the Chang’e-6 sam-
ples are expected to open to
domestic research institutions
and scientists in about six
months, Ge said, state-run
Xinhua news agency reported.
Regarding international appli-
cations, Ge noted that China
welcomes scientists from all
countries to submit applica-
tions under relevant proce-
dures.
Previously, significant scientif-
ic achievements have been
made through in-depth
research on the lunar samples
brought back by the Chang’e-
5 mission, in areas such as
lunar formation and evolution,
space weathering, and resource
utilisation, the CNSA said.
The Chang’e-6 probe was
launched into orbit on May 3.
Its returner, carrying the lunar
samples, landed precisely in its
designated area in Siziwang
Banner, north China’s Inner
Mongolia Autonomous Region
on June 25, marking a com-
plete success for the mission.
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London (PTI): India’s first
individual gold medallist,
Abhinav Bindra, and
Paralympian Deepa Malik have
been honoured with Special
Recognition Awards at a cere-
mony celebrating Indians who
have made a significant impact
globally.
India Global Forum’s (IGF)
annual UK-India Awards 2024
at Fairmont Windsor Park,
near London, on Thursday
evening, honoured the sporting
legends alongside a ‘Global
Indian Icon Award’ for social
crusader Arunachalam
Muruganantham, in recogni-
tion of his revolutionary work
in menstrual hygiene captured
in the 2018 Akshay Kumar film
‘Pad Man’.
Lord Anthony Bamford,
founder of multinational con-
struction giant JCB, was hon-
oured with the Lifetime
Contribution to UK-India
Relations. “For a global sport

like the Olympics, it makes
complete sense to have a clos-
er relationship with the world’s
largest population. Every fourth
or fifth person in the world is
in India, so there’s a lot of syn-
ergy there,” said Bindra, on
India potentially hosting the
Olympics during a discussion
around the future of sport in
the country.
“But more than infrastructure,
I think what we need is a vision
that actually transcends far
beyond the sporting events
itself. The Olympics, whenev-
er held in India, has to be seen
as a catalyst for change, how the
Games can really address chal-
lenges and how it can seize
opportunities. “It really has to
be a springboard for how we
can make India healthier and
make India a more inclusive
country,” he said. “We have to
use it as a guide to make India
better through sport,” Bhindra
said.
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Ulaanbaatar (Mongolia)
(AP): Voters in the youthful
democracy of Mongolia are
electing a new parliament on
Friday in the landlocked Asian
democracy that is squeezed
between China and Russia,
two much larger authoritarian
states.

At stake are 126 seats in an
expanded parliament, 50 more
than in the previous election in
2020. That contest was won by
the Mongolian People’s Party in
a landslide. The ruling party
still appears to hold the upper
hand, but other parties may be
able to capitalize on voter dis-
content to eat into its majori-
ty.
About two dozen voters lined
up on a staircase heading down
to a polling station in the out-
skirts of Ulaanbaatar, some
muttering complaints because
it opened 10 minutes late.
Some of the older voters,
including community leaders,
dressed up in formal silk robes

sinched with large leather belts
for the occasion. Inside, voters
sat to fill out their ballot and
then put it into an electronic
vote counting machine. An
indelible mark was put on one
of their fingers to prevent
them from trying to vote again.
Many in the district, a “ger”
area where people originally
settled in nomadic tents, are
supporters of the ruling
Mongolian People’s Party. But
some younger voters expressed
disappointment with the
People’s Party, and said they
chose younger candidates that
they hoped would bring
change.
Enkhmandakh Boldbaatar,
who is 38, said he voted for
neither the People’s Party nor
the main opposition party, the
Democratic Party, saying they
also had not performed well.
There are 19 parties vying for
seat in the parliament.
“I’ve been living here for 38
years, yet the area is the same,”

he said “Only this road and
some buildings were construct-
ed. Things would have been
different if they worked for the
people.”
There are 2,198 polling stations
spread out across the sparsely
populated country, which is
large geographically but has a
population of only 3.4 million
people. The voting stations
close at 10 p.m. with prelimi-
nary results expected early
Saturday morning.
Mongolia became a democra-
cy in 1990, ending more than
six decades of one-party com-
munist rule under the same
People’s Party that is in power
today. The ruling party has
transformed into a center-left
party in the democratic era.
Naranchimeg Lamjav, a 69-
year-old People’s Party mem-
ber wearing a traditional blue
robe, cited a party election slo-
gan of building on the first
three decades under democra-
cy.
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Lima (AP): A magnitude 7.2
earthquake shook the southern
coast of Peru early Friday.
Authorities say there are no
immediate reports of casual-
ties. The US Geological Survey
said the earthquake occurred
at 12:36 am (0536 GMT). The
epicentre was located in the
Pacific Ocean, some 5 miles (8
kilometres) west of the district
of Atiquipa, in the province of
Caravelí. That is some 380
miles south of the capital,
Lima, near the borders with
Chile and Bolivia. The depth
was 17 miles (28 kilometres).
The earthquake was felt in the
nearby regions of Ayacucho,
Ica, and the capital, local media
reported. 
Eder Allca, the mayor of the
district of Sancos, in the
Ayacucho region, told the local
radio station RPP that a road
in his district suffered rock
slides that left several localities
cut off.
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Dubai (AP): A ship travelling
through the Red Sea came
under repeated missile fire on
Friday in a likely attack
launched by Yemen’s Houthi
rebels, authorities said, the lat-
est targeting the crucial mar-
itime route. 
Five missiles landed near the
vessel as it traveled off the
coast of the rebel-held port
city of Hodeida in Yemen, the
British military’s United
Kingdom Maritime Trade
Operations center said. The
missiles landed near the ves-
sel, but caused no damage, the
UKTMO added. 
The Houthis did not immedi-
ately claim the attack.
However, it can take them
hours or even days before
they acknowledge an assault.
The rebels have targeted more
than 60 vessels by firing mis-
siles and drones in their cam-
paign that has killed  four
sailors. 
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Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan said on

Friday that there is no obstacle
preventing Turkiye and Syria
from restoring diplomatic ties
that were cut off at the start of
the Syrian civil war more than
a decade ago.His comments
came just days after Syrian
President Bashar Assad made
similar remarks, indicating a
willingness among the two
neighbouring countries to end
tensions and normalise rela-
tions. “There is no reason why
(diplomatic ties) should not be
established,” Erdogan told
reporters.
“In the same way that we kept
our relations with Syria alive in
the past — we had these meet-
ings with Mr Assad that includ-
ed family meetings — we can-
not say that it will not happen
again,” Erdogan said. He was
referring to a vacation that the
Erdogan and Assad families
took in southern Turkiye in
2008, before their relationship
soured.

During the Syrian conflict,
Turkiye supported armed
opposition groups in the coun-
try’s northwest aiming to oust
Assad from power. The Syrian
government has repeatedly
condemned Ankara’s control
over a territory that it took hold
of through several military
incursions since 2016 targeting
US-backed Kurdish forces that
Turkiye regards as terrorists.
On Wednesday, Syrian state

media reported that in a meet-
ing with Russian President
Vladimir Putin’s special envoy
to Syria, Alexander Lavrentiev,
Assad “affirmed Syria’s open-
ness to all initiatives related to
the relationship between Syria
and Turkiye, based on the sov-
ereignty of the Syrian state
over all its territories on the one
hand, and combating all forms
of terrorism and its organiza-
tions on the other hand”.
The Russian envoy, in turn, said
that “the current circumstances
seem more suitable than ever
for the success of mediations,
and that Russia is ready to work
to push the negotiations for-
ward, and that the goal is to
succeed in restoring relations
between Syria and Turkiye,”
Syrian state-run news agency
SANA reported.
Erdogan told reporters that
Turkiye respects Syria’s sover-
eignty.
“There is no question of us hav-
ing the aim of interfering in
Syria’s internal affairs,” Erdogan
said. “The people of Syria are
our brothers.”
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Washington (AP): The Supreme
Court decided on Friday that
cities can enforce bans on home-
less people sleeping outdoors in
West Coast areas where shelter
space is lacking.The case is the
most significant to come before
the high court in decades on the
issue and comes as a rising
number of people in the US are
without a permanent place to
live. In a 6-3 decision, the high
court reversed a ruling by a San
Francisco-based appeals court
that found outdoor sleeping
bans amount to cruel and unusu-
al punishment.
A bipartisan group of leaders had
argued the ruling made it hard-
er for them to manage outdoor
encampments encroaching on
sidewalks and other public
spaces in nine Western states.
That includes California, which
is home to one-third of the
country’s homeless population.
Homeless advocates, on the
other hand, said that allowing
cities to punish people who

need a place to sleep would crim-
inalise homelessness and ulti-
mately make the crisis worse.
Cities had been allowed to reg-
ulate encampments but couldn’t
bar people from sleeping out-
doors.
The case came from the rural
Oregon town of Grants Pass,
which appealed a ruling striking
down local ordinances that fined
people USD 295 for sleeping out-
side after tents began crowding
public parks. The US 9th Circuit
Court of Appeals, which has
jurisdiction over the nine
Western states, has held since
2018 that such bans violate the
Eighth Amendment in areas
where there aren’t enough shel-
ter beds.
The ruling comes after homeless-
ness in the United States grew a
dramatic 12 per cent last year to
its highest reported level, as
soaring rents and a decline in
coronavirus pandemic assistance
combined to put housing out of
reach for more people.
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The Islamic State of Iraq
and Syria (ISIS) ideology

continues to resonate in the
Southeast Asian region and is
fuelled by a virtual network of
supporters, Singapore’s Home
Affairs and Law Minister K
Shanmugam has warned.
“ISIS’ violent ideology contin-
ues to resonate in this region
and is fuelled by a virtual net-
work of supporters,” The Straits
Times quoted the Minister as
saying on Friday.
Shanmugam expressed con-
cern in comments that the lat-
est spate of arrests in Malaysia
shows that violent ISIS ideolo-
gy continues to resonate in the
region.
While the authorities in
Singapore will do their best to
detect and prevent any terror-
ist attack here, Singaporeans
need to stay vigilant and report
any suspicious behaviour, he
underscored.
Shanmugam spoke to reporters
four days after Malaysia’s Home

Minister Saifuddin Nasution
Ismail announced the arrest of
eight people – six men and two
women, aged 25 to 70 – over
the past weekend, which
thwarted possible threats
against Malaysia’s leadership.
Preliminary investigations into
the eight arrested for suspect-
ed links to extremist ideologies
had shown the existence of
threats against Malaysia’s King,
Sultan Ibrahim Iskandar,
Malaysia’s Prime Minister
Anwar Ibrahim and other
VIPs, said Saifuddin on June
24. The suspects came from
various occupational and eco-
nomic backgrounds and
included housewives, retirees
and professionals.
Noting that the targets were top
Malaysian leaders, Shanmugam
said: “The ultimate aim of the
terrorists was to topple the
Malaysian government.”
“Extremist narratives have rad-
icalised many individuals,
including here in Singapore. As
long as these ideologies persist,
they will continue to inspire

attacks,” the Singapore daily
quoted Shanmugam as saying.
Following the May 17 pre-
dawn attack on the Ulu Tiram
police station in Johor that left
two police personnel dead and
another injured, Malaysian
police arrested five family
members of the attacker, as well
as at least 15 other pro-ISIS sus-
pects in a series of operations.
Asked if his assessment of
Singapore’s terror threat has
shifted given the latest develop-
ments, Shanmugam said the
Internal Security Department
(ISD) makes regular assess-
ments, and while the arrests are
something to be factored in, “I
won’t say it comes as a big
shock”.
“If you look around the region,
ISIS ideology is prevalent in
many countries, and this must
be seen in that context,” he
added. But what happens in
Malaysia will have an impact
on Singapore’s security land-
scape, given the two coun-
tries’ proximity to one anoth-
er, he added.
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European Union leaders
signed off on a trio of top

appointments for their shared
political institutions on
Thursday, reinstalling German
conservative Ursula von der
Leyen as president of the
European Commission for
another five years.
At the side of von der Leyen,
who heads the EU’s executive
branch, would be two new faces:
Antonio Costa of Portugal as
European Council president
and Estonia’s Kaja Kallas as the
top diplomat of the world’s
largest trading bloc.
“Mission Accomplished,” outgo-
ing EU Council President
Charles Michel told reporters
after chairing a summit of the
bloc’s leaders, as von der Leyen
and Kallas accompanied him at
a joint a news conference. Costa
took part via video-link.
Von der Leyen expressed her
gratitude for a shot at a second
term of office, saying: “I’m very
honored and I’m delighted to
share this moment.”
Kallas, who as the EU’s top
diplomat will lead the bloc’s for-
eign and security policy with
Russia’s war on Ukraine in its
third year, noted that “there is
war in Europe, also growing
instability globally. My aim is
definitely to work for the
European unity.”
Both von der Leyen and Kallas
should now be approved by
European lawmakers. Costa’s
nomination only needed the
leaders’ approval, and he will
start in his new role in fall.
After the three centrist political
families in the European
Parliament struck a deal earlier
this week, the top jobs package
was widely expected to be
approved without controversy at
the summit in Brussels.
But far-right politicians, embold-
ened by their strong showing in

EU parliament elections earlier
this month, slammed it as a
stitch-up.
Italian Prime Minister Giorgia
Meloni made clear her displea-
sure at being excluded from
preparatory talks with a small
group of leaders who divvied up
the top jobs. Her nationalist
European Conservatives and
Reformists group emerged as the
third force in the EU parliament
elections earlier this month.
Meloni voted against Portugal’s
Costa and Estonia’s Kallas, two
sources close to the discussions
told The Associated Press on
condition of anonymity. Meloni
abstained on von der Leyen for
European Commission presi-
dent, the same sources con-
firmed. The officials requested
anonymity in line with EU prac-
tice.
In a post on X, Meloni said the
way that mainstream parties
put forward the trio “is wrong
in method and substance. I
decided not to support it out of
respect for the citizens and the
indications that came from those
citizens during the elections.”
In the end only one leader,
nationalist Hungarian Prime
Minister Viktor Orbán, rejected
the three outright. 
“European voters were cheated,”
he said on Facebook Thursday
evening. “We do not support this
shameful agreement!” His objec-
tions were moot: the package
only needed a two-thirds major-
ity to pass. The June 6-9 election
saw the EU’s legislature shift to
the right and dealt major blows
to mainstream governing parties
in France and Germany, but the
three mainstream groups man-
aged to hold a narrow majority
of seats. Costa, a former
Portuguese prime minister, hails
from the center-left Socialists
and Democrats group, which
came second. Kallas is prime
minister of her tiny Baltic home
country. 
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Defence Minister Khawaja
Asif has warned that

Pakistan can target sanctuaries
of the outlawed terrorist group
TTP in Afghanistan under the
newly launched military opera-
tion, as he ruled out any dialogue
with the dreaded outfit as there
was no “common ground”.
The government announced
the launch of ‘Operation Azm-
i-Istehkam’ last week to tackle
the rising threat of terrorism in
the wake of lukewarm support
by the Afghan Taliban to stop
the use of their soil by the
Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan
(TTP) rebels against Pakistan. In
an interview with the Voice of

America, Asif said that the deci-
sion to launch the counter-ter-
rorism operation was not made
in haste, The Express Tribune
newspaper reported.
“The decision about Azm-e-
Istehkam was taken because of
the economic difficulties, and it
may also target TTP’s sanctuar-
ies across the border,” he told the
state-owned American news
network and international radio
broadcaster. The minister said
that it would not be against
international law since
Afghanistan had been “export-
ing” terrorism to Pakistan, and
the “exporters” were being har-
boured there, the Dawn news-
paper reported.
Asif said that although the TTP

was operating from the neigh-
bouring country, its cadre, about
a few thousand in number, “are
operating from within the coun-
try”. He also ruled out any
chances of dialogue with the
banned outfit, saying there was
no common ground.
Asif blamed jailed former prime
minister Imran Khan’s govern-
ment for the resettlement of the
Taliban militants in Pakistan,
according to the report. Khan-
led Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf
(PTI) “government brought back
the 4,000 to 5,000 Taliban after
negotiations. If that experiment
was successful, let us know we
can replicate it,” he said. Talking
about the Opposition’s criti-
cism of Operation Azm-i-

Istehkam, Asif said that the
concerns of political parties
would be addressed. “The gov-
ernment will bring this matter
to the National Assembly so that
the questions and concerns of
the members can be answered
and they are taken into confi-
dence,” he said. “This is also our
duty,” he was quoted as saying.
Major opposition parties,
including the PTI of Imran
Khan, who was also dubbed as
‘Taliban Khan’ for his support
for the Taliban, right-wing
Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam-Fazl (JUI-
F) of Maulana Fazlur Rehman
and secular Awami National
Party (ANP) of the family of
Ghaffar Khan opposed any new
military offensive.
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Chinese President Xi Jinping
on Friday highlighted the

relevance of the Five Principles
of Peaceful Coexistence, which
gained traction with the Non-
Aligned Movement, to end the
present-day conflicts and
sought to expand influence in
the Global South amid its tus-
sle with the West.
Xi, 71, invoked the Five
Principles of Peaceful
Coexistence, termed as
Panchsheel by India, at a con-
ference here to mark its 70th
anniversary and also sought to
juxtapose them with his new
concept of Global Security
Initiative envisaging a shared
future for mankind.
The Panchsheel pointers were
first formally enunciated in
the Agreement on Trade and
Intercourse between the Tibet
region of China and India
signed on April 29, 1954,
according to the Ministry of
External Affairs.
The five principles formed part
of the legacy of the then Prime
Minister Jawaharlal Nehru and
his Chinese counterpart Zhou

Enlai in their unsuccessful
quest to find a solution to the
vexed boundary issue.
“The Five Principles of Peaceful
Coexistence answered the call
of the times, and its initiation
was an inevitable historic devel-
opment. The Chinese leader-
ship in the past specified the
Five Principles in their entire-
ty for the first time, namely,
‘mutual respect for sovereign-
ty and territorial integrity’,
‘mutual non-aggression’, ‘mutu-
al non-interference in each
other’s internal affairs’, ‘equal-
ity and mutual benefit’, and
‘peaceful coexistence’,” Xi said.
“They included the Five
Principles in the China-India
and China-Myanmar joint
statements which jointly called
for making them basic norms
for state-to-state relations,” Xi
said at the conference where
the invitees included former Sri
Lankan President Mahinda
Rajapaksa and several political
leaders and officials from var-
ious countries closely associat-
ed with China over the years.

The Five Principles
of Peaceful Coexistence were
born in Asia but quickly

ascended to the world stage. In
1955, more than 20 Asian and
African countries attended the
Bandung Conference, Xi
recalled in his address.
The Non-Aligned Movement
that rose in the 1960s adopted
the Five Principles as its guid-
ing principles, he said.
“The Five Principles have set a
historic benchmark for interna-
tional relations and interna-

tional rule of law,” he said, high-
lighting their relevance to end-
ing the present-day conflicts.
They fully conform with the
purposes and principles of the
UN Charter, with the evolving
trend of international relations
of our times, and with the fun-
damental interests of all
nations, Xi said and sought to
juxtapose them with his new
concepts of Global Security
Initiative (GSI) which advo-
cates for joint security of
nations and the ‘Vision of
Building a Community with a
Shared Future for Mankind’.
Xi, who commenced his
unprecedented third five-year
term in power last year, has
been advocating several initia-
tives, including his billion-dol-
lar pet project the Belt and
Road Initiative (BRI), to
enhance China’s global influ-
ence. Under the BRI, Beijing
has made huge investments in
infrastructure projects in small-
er countries which in subse-
quent years attracted allega-
tions of debt diplomacy as
many countries struggled to
pay back loans taken from
China.
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At least one Indian and two
Indian-origin persons

were among 193 medical pro-
fessionals charged by the US
for their alleged participation
in massive health care fraud
schemes involving approxi-
mately USD 2.75 billion in
intended losses and USD 1.6
billion in actual losses, the
Justice Department has said.
The Justice Department on
Thursday announced the 2024
National Health Care Fraud
Enforcement Action, under
which criminal charges were
filed against 193 defendants,
including 76 doctors, nurse
practitioners,  and other
licensed medical professionals
in 32 districts across the US.
The fraud schemes for which
the people were charged
involved “approximately USD
2.75 billion in intended loss-
es and USD 1.6 billion in
actual losses,” the department
said in an official statement.
The government seized over
USD 231 million in cash, lux-

ury vehicles, gold, and other
assets, it said.
Dr Vijil Rahulan, 52, of
Hyderabad, was charged with
conspiracy to commit health
care fraud and health care
fraud in connection with an
alleged scheme to fraudulent-
ly obtain over USD 82 million
in Medicare funds.
“Rahulan caused the submis-
sion of false and fraudulent
claims for durable medical
equipment and genetic testing
that were medically unneces-
sary or otherwise ineligible for
reimbursement through
Medicare because they were
not the product of a doctor-
patient relationship and exam-
ination,” according to the case
summary. The indictment fur-
ther alleged that his fraudulent
conduct resulted in over USD
28.7 million being paid by
Medicare. Jaspreet Jagpal, the
owner of One World Therapy,
was charged with insurance
fraud and an enhancement for
aggravated white-collar crime
in connection with billing for
behavioural analysis services

not rendered to five minor
children. The 34-year-old’s
fraudulent scheme caused a
loss of approximately USD
166,755.50 over ten months,
the case summary said.
As alleged in the complaint
through which he was
charged, the California resi-
dent claimed that behaviour-
al analysis services were pro-
vided to minor children that
never occurred.
Rama Prayaga, 59, a psychi-
atrist with offices in northern
Virginia and the District of
Columbia, was charged by
criminal complaint with
healthcare fraud in connec-
tion with a USD 27.1 million
scheme to defraud health
insurance companies.
The case summary said that
Prayaga, of Virginia, alleged-
ly used billing codes associat-
ed with longer, moderately
complex patient visits to bill
for negligible telemedicine
patient encounters, some of
which lasted less than a
minute. This overbilling
resulted in his billing insur-

ance companies for “impossi-
ble days” – i.e., billing more
than 24 hours a day. Prayaga
also pushed medically unnec-
essary transcranial magnetic
stimulation treatments on
patients, which were admin-
istered either by him or his
untrained staff members. He
also pushed ketamine treat-
ment, which his staff admin-
istered to patients mixed with
soda. “Prayaga was paid over
USD 14.8 million based on
the false and fraudulent
claims,” it said. The Justice
Department said that the
charges filed under the 2024
National Health Care Fraud
Enforcement Action include
“over USD 900 million fraud
scheme committed in connec-
tion with amniotic wound
grafts; the unlawful distribu-
tion of millions of pills of
Adderall and other stimu-
lants by five defendants asso-
ciated with a digital technol-
ogy company and an over
USD 90 million fraud com-
mitted by corporate execu-
tives distributing adulterated
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Iranians were voting Friday in
a snap election to replace the

late President Ebrahim Raisi,
killed in a helicopter crash last
month, as public apathy has
become pervasive in the
Islamic Republic after years of
economic woes, mass protests
and tensions in the Middle
East.
Voters face a choice between
hard-line candidates and a lit-
tle-known politician who
belongs to Iran’s reformist
movement that seeks to change
its Shiite theocracy from with-
in. As has been the case since
the 1979 Islamic Revolution,
women and those calling for
radical change have been
barred from the ballot while the
vote itself will have no oversight
from internationally recog-
nised monitors.
The voting comes as wider ten-
sions have gripped the Middle
East over the Israel-Hamas
war in the Gaza Strip. In April,
Iran launched its first-ever
direct attack on Israel over the
war in Gaza, while militia
groups that Tehran arms in the
region — such as the Lebanese
Hezbollah and Yemen’s Houthi
rebels — are engaged in the
fighting and have escalated
their attacks.
Meanwhile, Iran continues to
enrich uranium at near
weapons-grade levels and
maintains a stockpile large
enough to build — should it
choose to do so — several
nuclear weapons.
While Iran’s 85-year-old
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei has the final say on
all matters of state, presidents
can bend the country’s policies
toward confrontation or nego-
tiation with the West.
However, given the record-
low turnout in recent elec-
tions, it remains unclear just
how many Iranians will take
part in Friday’s poll.
Interior Minister Ahmad
Vahidi, who is in charge of
overseeing the election,
announced all the polls had
opened just at 8 am local time.
Khamenei cast one of the elec-
tion’s first votes, urging the
public to turn out.
“People’s turnout with enthusi-
asm, and higher number of vot-
ers — this is a definite need for
the Islamic Republic,”
Khamenei said.
State television later broadcast
images of polling places across

the country with modest lines.
Analysts broadly describe the
race as a three-way contest.
There are two hard-liners, for-
mer nuclear negotiator Saeed
Jalili and the parliament speak-
er, Mohammad Bagher Qalibaf.
A Shiite cleric, Mostafa
Pourmohammadi, also has
remained in the race despite
polling poorly.
Then there’s the reformist can-
didate Masoud Pezeshkian,
who has aligned himself with
figures such as former
President Hassan Rouhani
under whose administration
Tehran struck the landmark
2015 nuclear deal with world
powers.
The nuclear deal eventually col-
lapsed and hard-liners were
back firmly at the helm.
The 69-year-old heart surgeon
seeks a return to the atomic
accord and better relations
with the West. After voting, he
told journalists: “God willing,
we will try to have friendly rela-
tions with all countries except
Israel.”
Coming after he faced a thin-
ly veiled warning from Iran’s
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei over his outreach to
the United States, the comment

marked the candidate’s effort to
energise those who want more
engagement with the West after
the collapse of the country’s
2015 nuclear deal with world
powers. 
However, close ties to the West
— particularly the US — would
be anathema to the hard-liners
he faces. A higher turnout
could boost Pezeshkian’s
chances, but it remains unclear
if he can gain the momentum
needed to draw voters to the
ballot. There have been calls for
a boycott, including from
imprisoned Nobel Peace Prize
laureate Narges Mohammadi.
The voting began just after
President Joe Biden and former
President Donald Trump con-
cluded their first televised
debate for the US presidential
election, during which Iran
came up.
Trump described Iran as
“broke” under his administra-
tion and highlighted his deci-
sion to launch a 2020 drone
strike that killed Revolutionary
Guard Gen. Qassem Soleimani.
That attack was part of a spi-
ral of escalating tensions
between America and Iran
since Trump unilaterally with-
drew the US in 2018 from

Tehran’s nuclear deal with
world powers.
More than 61 million Iranians
over the age of 18 are eligible
to vote, with about 18 million
of them between 18 to 30.
Iranian law requires that a
winner gets more than 50 of all
votes cast. If that doesn’t hap-
pen, the race’s top two candi-
dates will advance to a runoff
a week later. There’s been only
one runoff presidential election
in Iran’s history, in 2005, when
hard-liner Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad bested former
President Akbar Hashemi
Rafsanjani.
The 63-year-old Raisi died in
the May 19 helicopter crash
that also killed the country’s
foreign minister and others. He
was seen as a protege of
Khamenei and a potential suc-
cessor as supreme leader.
Still, many knew him for his
involvement in the mass execu-
tions that Iran conducted in
1988, and for his role in the
bloody crackdowns on dissent
that followed protests over the
2022 death of Mahsa Amini, a
young woman detained by
police over allegedly improper-
ly wearing the mandatory
headscarf, or hijab.

Tokyo (AP): Japan’s space
agency said on Friday its
planned launch this weekend of
a satellite on its new flagship
H3 rocket will be postponed
until Monday due to expected
bad weather. The Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency,
or JAXA, said it is postponing
the launch because of rain and
thunder predicted for Saturday
night when the rocket was to be
moved to the launch site at the
Tanegashima Space Centre on
a southwestern Japanese island.

The launch was initially
scheduled for Sunday. The
rocket will be carrying an
Advanced Land Observation
Satellite, ALOS-4, tasked pri-
marily with Earth observation
and data collection for disaster
response and mapmaking, as
well as with monitoring mili-
tary activity, such as missile
launches, with an infrared sen-
sor developed by the Defence
Ministry. The ALOS-4 is a
successor to the current ALOS-
2 and can observe a much
wider area.
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and misbranded HIV med-
ication.” The charges also
included “over USD 146
million in fraudulent addic-
tion treatment schemes;
over USD 1.1 billion in
telemedicine and laborato-
ry fraud; and over USD 450
million in other health care
fraud and opioid 
schemes.”  
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Market benchmarks
Sensex and Nifty halted

their three-day record-
hitting rally to close with
losses on Friday as investors
booked profit in banking,
finance and tech stocks
despite a positive trend in
global equities.
Snapping a four-session
winning run, equity indices
succumbed to selling
pressure after mid-session
when profit-taking emerged
on select counters.
After hitting fresh all-time
high level in early trade, the
30-share index declined
210.45 points or 0.27 per cent
to settle at 79,032.73. During
the day, it jumped 428.4
points or 0.54 per cent to hit
a fresh record peak of
79,671.58.
The Nifty went lower by
33.90 points or 0.14 per cent
to 24,010.60. During the day,
it climbed 129.5 points or
0.53 per cent to hit a new
lifetime high of 24,174.

"Profit taking in banking
stocks led the downfall in key
benchmark indices, which
had hit fresh intra-day highs
in early optimism. While
markets displayed volatility
and ended weak in late
selling, both Sensex and
Nifty managed to close above

their psychological levels of
79k and 24k, respectively,"
Prashanth Tapse, Senior VP
(Research), Mehta Equities
Ltd, said.
The Sensex breached the
historic 79,000 mark on
Thursday, and the Nifty hit
the 24,000 level for the first
time in intra-day trade.
In the past four trading days,
the BSE benchmark jumped
2,033.28 points or 2.63 per
cent.
On the weekly front, the BSE
benchmark jumped 1,822.83
points or 2.36 per cent, and
the Nifty climbed 509.5
points or 2.16 per cent.
Sensex recorded the best

monthly gain in June by
climbing 7.14 per cent.
The market capitalisation of
BSE-listed firms hit an all-
time high of Rs 439.24 lakh
crore (USD 5.26 trillion).
IndusInd Bank was the
biggest loser on the Sensex
chart, slipping 2.61 per cent,
followed by Axis Bank, ICICI
Bank, Bharti Airtel, Kotak
Mahindra Bank, Maruti, JSW
Steel and Bajaj Finserv.
In contrast, Reliance
Industries, Tata Motors,
Asian Paints, Nestle and
Titan were the biggest
gainers.
In the broader market, the
BSE smallcap gauge climbed

0.56 per cent, and midcap
went up by 0.41 per cent.
"India's optimism about the
upcoming budget and
upgrade in GDP forecasts
continues to provide
momentum in the market.
Large caps are in favour due
to the comeback of FIIs.
However, profit booking
ensued at the end of the
week, at higher levels, in
financials, especially private
banks, which dragged the
market down after the recent
rally," said Vinod Nair, Head
of Research, Geojit Financial
Services.
Among indices, bankex
declined 1.04 per cent,
telecommunication (0.65 per
cent), financial services (0.52
per cent), teck (0.42 per cent)
and industrials (0.26 per
cent).
Healthcare, energy, metal, oil
& gas, utilities and
commodities were among the
gainers.
"Asian stocks rose Friday as
traders looked ahead to a key
report on inflation that could
influence the Federal
Reserve's next move on
interest rates. European
stocks mostly moved
higher...With investors
tensed ahead of the
weekend's French election,"
said Deepak Jasani, Head of
Retail Research, HDFC

Securities.
In Asian markets, Seoul,
Tokyo, Shanghai and Hong
Kong settled in the green.
European markets were
trading mostly higher. US
markets ended in positive
territory on Thursday.
Foreign Institutional
Investors (FIIs) bought
equities worth Rs 7,658.77
crore on Thursday, according
to exchange data. 
Global oil benchmark Brent
crude climbed 0.89 per cent
to USD 87.16 a barrel.
The BSE benchmark jumped
568.93 points or 0.72 per cent
to settle at a new closing peak
of 79,243.18 on Thursday. 
The Nifty ended at a fresh
record high of 24,044.50,
rising 175.70 points or 0.74
per cent. 
"We expect this positive
momentum to continue at a
steady pace with stock-
specific action. However, the
release of economic data
points next week would keep
a little volatility in the
market.
"Sector like Auto is expected
to be in the limelight as
OEMs would release their
monthly auto Sales number,"
Siddhartha Khemka, Senior
Group VP, Head - Research,
Broking & Distribution,
Motilal Oswal Financial
Services Ltd, said. 

Markets snap record-breaking rally
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The FATF mutual
evaluation report

recognising India's fight
against money laundering
and terror financing is
satisfying and exemplary,
highly placed sources said.
As regards the issues flagged
by the international watchdog
to combat money laundering
and terror financing, sources
said these were not
fundamental or significant
deficiencies.
The Financial Action Task
Force (FATF), the global
financial crime watchdog, on
Friday said India has reached
a high level of 'technical
compliance' with its norms
and the country's anti-money
laundering and terror
financing efforts is achieving
good results.
The mutual evaluation report
on India was adopted at the
FATF June 2024 plenary in
Singapore.
In the fourth round of FATF
mutual evaluations, 17
countries from G-20 nations
were evaluated of which only
4, including India, are placed
in 'regular follow-up'
category. The remaining G-20

nations were placed in
'enhanced follow-up' and one
in 'grey list'.
Sources said 'regular follow-
up' indicates that India needs
to submit progress report on
recommended actions in
October 2027. Those in the
'enhanced follow-up' category
would have to submit follow-
up report every year.
"Overall India's performance
is exemplary and satisfying.
Given the diverse country
there is always room for
improvement," sources said.
The FATF, however, observed
that India needs to strengthen
the supervision and
implementation of preventive
measures in some of the non-
financial sectors. It also noted
that India needs to address
delays relating to concluding

money laundering and terror
financing prosecutions.
Sources said these are not
fundamental or significant
deficiencies.
In a statement, the finance
ministry said India's
performance on the FATF
mutual evaluation holds
significant advantages for the
country's growing economy,
as it demonstrates the overall
stability and integrity of the
financial system.
"Good ratings will lead to
better access to global
financial markets and
institutions and increase
investor confidence. It will
also help in the global
expansion of the Unified
Payments Interface (UPI),
India's fast payment system,"
the ministry said. 
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The central government's
fiscal deficit was only at 3

per cent of the annual
estimates at May-end 2024-
25, the first two months of
the financial year during
which model code of conduct
was in place due to Lok Sabha
elections.
The fiscal deficit or the gap
between the government's
expenditure and revenue was
11.8 per cent of Budget
Estimates (BE) of 2023-24 in
the first two months of the
previous financial year.
For the current financial year
(2024-25), the government
estimates the fiscal deficit at
5.1 per cent of the GDP, or Rs
16,85,494 crore.
According to data released by

the Controller General of
Accounts (CGA), fiscal
deficit during April-May
2024 was Rs 50,615 crore or 3
per cent of the BE 2024-25. In
the corresponding period of
the last fiscal it was 11.8 per

cent of that year's BE.
Net tax revenue was Rs 3.19
lakh crore or 12.3 per cent of
BE 2024-25. In the
corresponding period it was
11.9 per cent of BE 2023-24.
Total expenditure at May-end

2024 was Rs 6.23 lakh crore
or 13.1 per cent of this fiscal
BE. In the year-ago period it
was 13.9 per cent of BE.
Generally, the government
refrains from making
expenditure on new projects
when the election
commission puts in place
model of conduct.
The central government's
fiscal deficit during 2023-24
at 5.6 per cent of the GDP
was better than previous
estimates of 5.8 per cent on
account of higher revenue
realisation and lower
expenditure.
As per the Fiscal
Responsibility & Budget
Management (FRBM) Act,
the government plans to
achieve a fiscal deficit of 4.5
per cent in 2025-26. 
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Gold prices climbed Rs 370
to Rs 72,550 per 10 grams

in the national capital on
Friday amid a rise in precious
metal rates internationally,
according to HDFC
Securities.
The yellow metal prices had
settled at Rs 72,180 per 10
grams on Thursday.
Silver prices also jumped Rs
600 to Rs 91,200 per kg. It had
closed at Rs 90,600 per kg in
the previous session.
"In Delhi markets, spot gold
prices (24 carats) are trading
at Rs 72,550 per 10 grams, up
by Rs 370 from the previous
close," Saumil Gandhi,
Research Analyst at HDFC
Securities, said.
In the overseas markets, spot
gold at Comex was trading at

USD 2,322 per ounce, up
USD 17 from the previous
close.
Gold climbed for the first
time in three days, boosted by
recent US jobless data which
suggested the US labour
market was weakening from
its tight levels during the
post-pandemic recovery,
supporting the voice of early

interest rate cuts by the
Federal Reserve, Gandhi said.
In addition, silver was quoted
higher at USD 29.20 per
ounce. It had ended at USD
28.94 per ounce in the
previous session.
According to Praveen Singh,
Associate VP, Fundamental
Currencies and Commodities
at Sharekhan by BNP Paribas,
traders will be awaiting the
upcoming US Personal
Consumption Expenditures
(PCE) inflation data, the Fed's
preferred gauge of inflation,
going to be released later on
Friday, which will be crucial
for the bullion prices.
Overall, the outlook is still
bearish in the short term on
hawkish statements from the
Federal Reserve, inflation
concerns and a firm US
dollar, Singh added. 
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Almost 60 per cent of
MSMEs plan to digitise

their business processes, and
43 per cent plan to increase
their digitalisation budget by
2025, according to a study by
Vi Business, the enterprise
arm of Vi (Vodafone Idea).
Medium, Small, and Micro
Enterprises (MSMEs) are the
backbone of India's economy,
currently contributing nearly
30 per cent to the country's
GDP, the report said.
There are several studies that
suggest MSMEs will boost
their GDP contribution to 35-
40 per cent by 2027.
Hence, MSMEs must adopt
digital transformation to
unleash their growth
potential and play a pivotal
role in making India a Viksit

Bharat (a developed
economy) by 2047, it said.
The 'Vi Business
ReadyForNext MSME
Growth Insights Study' drew
insights from 1.6 lakh
respondents across 16
industries.
"In FY 2025, MSMEs are
looking to prioritise

digitalising business processes
(59 per cent) over workspace
optimisation (29 per cent),
and customer engagement (12
per cent), indicating need for
future-proofing business
operations and growth. Over
50 per cent of MSMEs
focusing on business
digitalisation plan to increase

their budget," the report
noted.
It also said, "43 per cent of
MSMEs plan to increase their
overall digitalisation budget
by 2025. Sectors with lower
Digital Maturity Index (DMI)
are particularly inclined to
increase their investments
reflecting a growing
commitment towards digital
transformation."
IT-ITES (information
technology and IT-enabled
services), financial services
and transportation were the
top three sectors that emerged
as the most digitally matured.
"Digitalisation has a direct
positive correlation with the
turnover. Further, as the firm
size increases, the variation in
digital maturity level narrows,
indicating that medium to
large firms have embraced

digitalization and there is
scattered digital adoption
among micro and small
firms," it said.
During COVID-19, while
MSMEs prioritised
digitalising their workspaces,
the focus has moved on to
engaging with their
customers digitally in 2024, it
said.
"India's vibrant MSME sector,
boasting over 6.3 crore
enterprises, is a cornerstone
of our nation's economic
strength. These businesses are
not just engines of growth,
contributing roughly 30 per
cent of GDP, but also vital job
creators, employing a
staggering 11 crore
individuals," said Arvind
Nevatia, Chief Enterprise
Business Officer, Vodafone
Idea Limited. 
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Drugmaker Wockhardt on
Friday said research and

trials on the antibiotic Zaynich
are progressing satisfactorily,
and it is aiming for an early
FY26 launch. Zaynich has a
market potential of USD 25
billion, the city-based
company's founder chairman
Habil Khorakiwala told
reporters here.
The company has invested
over USD 500 million on its
research efforts till now, which
have yielded six successes,
including Zaynich which are
at different levels of
development and marketing,
he said. Zaynich has been
granted a susceptibility
breakpoint of 64 mg per litre
for around 10 gram negative
pathogens showing high

resistance rates by the
American Clinical and
Laboratory Standards
Institute, according to a
statement.
He said the company expects
the final approvals from the
Indian regulators to launch the
antibiotic by the end of FY25
and will soon be launching it
commercially after that.
For the developed markets as
well, the company expects
approvals to come in similar
timelines or maybe with some
lag, Khorakiwala said,
outlining the commercial
strategies. In India, the
company plans to sell the
antibiotic at a tenth of the
price in developed markets,
and will primarily be
targetting pneumonia
patients, he said.
In the developed markets, it

will be looking for partners
willing to establish networks
to sell the antibiotic, he said.
Khorakiwala said that
antibiotic resistance levels are
as high as 60 per cent locally
and at an elevated 35 per cent
globally which makes it a
decent opportunity.
The antibiotic is showing
efficacy in both treatment and
safety in the trials, he claimed.
The company used USD 25
million from a recent Rs 480
crore equity capital raise
towards the research and
development of Zaynich, while
Rs 100 crore was utilised to
reduce the debt, an official said.
The external debt stands at
about Rs 900 crore, of which Rs
500 crore is for working capital
purposes, Khorakiwala said,
stressing that it is comfortable
from a liquidity standpoint.
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Total gross liabilities of the
government increased to

Rs 171.78 lakh crore at the
end of March 2024 from Rs
166.14 lakh crore at
December-end, the finance
ministry has said.
This represented a quarter-
on-quarter increase of 3.4 per
cent in the fourth quarter of
2023-24, said the public debt
management quarterly report
(January-March, 2024).
Public debt accounted for
90.2 per cent of total gross
liabilities during the quarter,
it said.
"During the quarter, the yield
on Indian domestic bond
softened on account of lower
than anticipated borrowing
plan announced in interim
budget, adjustment of the
fiscal deficit to 5.1 per cent of

the GDP for FY25, a targeted
reduction of the fiscal deficit
at or below 4.5 per cent by
FY26, FPI inflows and steady
inflation," it said.
On the other hand, it said, US
treasury yields remained
volatile during the quarter
mostly affected by Federal
Reserve action, inflation, and
employment data.
US 10-year yields touched a
high of 4.33 per cent during
the quarter.
The weighted average yield
softened to 7.19 per cent in
Q4 2023-24 relative to 7.37
per cent in Q3 2023-24 on
new issuance, it said.
Further, it said, the weighted
average maturity of issuances
of dated securities moderated
to 18.75 years in Q4 2023-24
(18.80 years in Q3 2023-24).
The weighted average
maturity of outstanding stock

of dated securities increased
to 12.54 years at the end of Q4
of 2023-24 relative to 12.52
years at the end of Q3 of
2023-24, it said.
The ownership pattern of
central government securities
indicates that the share of
commercial banks surged to
37.7 per cent at end-March
2024 as compared to 36.6 per
cent in March 2023, it said.
Further, it said, the share of
insurance companies
remained constant at 26.0 per
cent in March 2024 whereas
FPIs' share improved to 2.3
per cent at end March 2024
relative to 1.4 per cent in
March 2023.
The share of RBI continued to
decline to 12.3 per cent at the
end of March 2024 relative to
14.3 per cent during the
corresponding period
previous year, it added. 
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Alightweight frame
weighing just 450kg

tractor having compact 9 HP
diesel has been developed by
CSIR-Central Mechanical
Engineering Research
Institute (CSIR-CMERI),
specifically for small-scale
farmers who have been
mostly relying on bullock-
driven carts or high-powered
costly tractors for the
cultivation.
This tractor boasts practical
front and rear wheel sizes, a
manageable wheelbase,
ground clearance, and turning
radius, making it easy to
maneuver in small farm plots.
Currently, over 80 per cent of
cultivators in the country fall
into these categories, many of
whom still rely on bullock-
driven farming due to the cost
and operational challenges
associated with existing
options like power tillers and
traditional tractors.
“The introduction of this
technology aims to
significantly enhance farming
efficiency, allowing tasks that
traditionally took days with
bullock carts to be completed
in mere hours. Moreover, it
reduces the capital
investment and maintenance
costs burdening small

farmers,” said an official from
the DST under the Union
Ministry of Science and
Technology.
He explained, “a large
number of framers still
depend on bullock driven
farming in which operational
costs, maintenance costs and
poor returns pose a challenge.
Though power tillers are
replacing bullock driven
plough, they are cumbersome
to operate. Tractors on the
other hand are unsuitable for
small farmers and
unaffordable for most small
farmers.”
The indigenous technology
was demonstrated in nearby
villages and to various
manufacturers. Recognizing
its potential impact, a Ranchi-
based MSME has expressed
its keenness to establish a
manufacturing plant for mass
production of these tractors.
“Their goal is to supply these
affordable machines to
farmers through state
government tenders,
ensuring accessibility through
subsidised rates. This
initiative not only promises to
improve agricultural
outcomes but also supports
local economies by
promoting manufacturing
and job creation within the
region,” said the official.
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State-owned gas utility GAIL
(India) Ltd on Friday said it

has advanced the target to
achieve net zero carbon
emission by five years to 2035
as it takes multi-prolonged
approach to reaching the goal.
The company was previously
targeting net zero carbon
emissions by 2040.
"GAIL Board accorded
approval to advance its net
zero target for Scope-I and 2
emissions by five years, from
the year 2040 to year 2035," the
company said in a statement.
Scope 1 covers emissions from
sources that an organisation
owns or controls directly — for
example from burning fuel in
factories or even in its fleet of
vehicles.
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India and the US have
decided to extend a 2 per

cent equalisation levy or
digital tax on e-commerce
supplies until June 30, the
finance ministry said on
Friday.
In a major reform of the
international tax system,
India and the US have
joined 134 other members of
the OECD/G20 Inclusive
Framework (including
Austria, France, Italy, Spain,
and the UK) in reaching an
agreement on October 8,
2021, on the statement on a
two-pillar solution to
address the tax challenges
arising from the
digitalisation of the
economy.

India, US extend digital
tax on e-commerce
supplies till June 30
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It didn't take long for Brady Ellison to
see that Casey Kaufhold was
heading toward greatness.

Ellison is a former world No. 1 men's
archer who is heading to his fifth
Olympics this year. He said when he
first started teaming up with Kaufhold
in 2019, the 15-year-old sometimes
would beat him when they practiced.
They won gold for the United States in
the mixed team category at the Pan-
American Games that year.
"The beauty of the archery is that you
get these talented people, and it doesn't
really matter how old they are, they can
hit," Ellison said. "And I knew that she

was good. Like, as soon as she made the
World Cup teams and she was (an
under-18) shooter that was making our
senior teams, she was one of the best in
the country. And if she made the team,
any team that we were on, we had a
chance to win."
The fact that Ellison was a former world
No. 1 resonated with Kaufhold, now 20
years old, and drove her to reach that
status last year on the women's side. She
became the first American woman to
reach the top of the Sanlida World
Archery rankings since they were
established in 2001. She tops the
recurve category.
"That was huge for me," she said. "And
I wanted to be that. And so to

accomplish that at 19 for the first time,
that was like - I always knew I was going
to get there, but never in a million years
would I have imagined it would have
been at 19."
The rising star from Lancaster,
Pennsylvania looks to become the first
American to win Olympic gold in
archery since 1996. She could become
the first American woman to claim an
individual medal since 1976, when
Luann Ryon won gold in Montreal.
Kaufhold also will participate in the
team event with Catalina Gnoriega and
Jennifer Mucino-Fernandez.
Kaufhold qualified for the Tokyo
Games at age 17 but didn't medal. She
considered her performance

disappointing and said she learned the
cost of not trusting herself.
"Even though it is on the Olympic stage
or even though there are however many
people watching on TV, like, it doesn't
doesn't change your shot," she said. "It
doesn't change that the target is the
same distance away as it always is, even
though the surroundings might be
different, it's still you, your bow and the
target, and you shouldn't change the
way you think or the way you shoot."
What she considered a slump
continued when she finished fourth at
the youth world championships after
the Olympics. 
She bounced back. Perhaps her most
important medal was the silver she
earned at the world championships
later that year. 
"That was huge for me," she said. "That
was my first individual international
medal. And so that was just a huge
confidence booster. And I feel like that
experience has carried a lot with me
throughout my last few years of my
career." 
She has continued to thrive since. Last
year, she won the Olympic test event in
Paris, which led to her No. 1 ranking. It
was among three straight top-four
finishes for her in World Cup events.
She won gold in the mixed team and
team events and bronze in the
individual event at the Pan-Am Games
later that year in Santiago, Chile.
This year, she won gold in the
individual and team events at the Pan-
American Championships in Medellin,
Colombia.
Kaufhold said her parents have helped.
Rob Kaufhold is the founder and
president of Lancaster Archery Supply
and Carole Kaufhold is the CEO.

USA’s Casey, world’s number 1-ranked
women’s archer, seeks gold in Paris
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Javelin thrower DP Manu has
been asked to stay away

from competitions by the
Athletics Federation of India
on the instructions of the
National Anti-Doping Agency
as the Olympic hopeful is
suspected to have been caught
in the dope net. 
The 24-year-old Manu, who
won a silver medal at the 2023
Asian Championhsips, was
more or less certain to qualify
for the Olympics through
world ranking quota but is set
to miss the Paris bus after the
latest development.
He was in the initial entry list
for the National Inter-State
Championships which began
on Thursday here. But his
name has been dropped from

the updated roster.
AFI president Adille
Sumariwalla told PTI that
NADA has asked the
federation to stop Manu from
competitions but he did not
confirm whether the athlete
has committed a doping
offence.
"There could be something
like that, but we still don't
know what is the actual thing.
There was a phone call to AFI
office (from the NADA)
yesterday that he (Manu) be
stopped from competitions,"
Sumariwalla said.
"Otherwise there are no
details (on what kind of
possible violation). I think the
athlete himself (DP Manu) is
finding out from the NADA
what is the exact thing."
Manu finished second behind

Olympic champion Neeraj
Chopra with a throw of
82.06m in the Federation Cup
from May 15 to 19 in
Bhubaneswar. He later won
gold in Taiwan Athletics Open
in Taipei City on June 1 with a
throw of 81.58m.
Manu was 15th in the World
Athletics Road to Paris list and
on course to qualify for Paris
Olympics as 32 athletes will
compete in the men's javelin
throw event. The qualification
deadline is June 30.
Chopra and Kishore Jena have
already secured automatic
qualification for the Olympics
after breaching the entry
standard of 85.50m.
A country can have a
maximum of three athletes in
an Olympics track and field
event.
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There is a real shift
happening at the top of

tennis, a youth movement that
long seemed inevitable but
never actually arrived until
now.
As the sport's attention shifts
to the grass of Wimbledon,
where play begins Monday,
Carlos Alcaraz, Jannik Sinner,
Iga Swiatek and Coco Gauff
are the players whose names
are on everyone's lips.
Alcaraz is the defending men's
champion and owner of three
Grand Slam titles at the age of
21 after his triumph at the
French Open. Sinner, 22, is the
top-seeded man at
Wimbledon and won the
Australian Open in January.
Swiatek, 23, is the top-seeded
woman and just earned her
fourth championship at
Roland Garros and fifth major
overall. Gauff, the youngest of
the bunch at 20, is ranked a
career-best No. 2, has reached
at least the semifinals at the
past three Slam tournaments
and won her first such trophy
at last year's U.S. Open.
While Swiatek has entrenched
herself at No. 1 in the women's
game, and is now 11-1 against
Gauff, neither has been past
the quarterfinals at
Wimbledon, and there is a
much more closely contested
and intriguing rivalry
developing between Alcaraz
and Sinner ( Alcaraz leads 5-4
after winning their semifinal
at the French Open in five

sets). Then there's this: For so
long, people wondered when
the men's game would evolve
from the extended dominance
of Roger Federer, Rafael Nadal
and Novak Djokovic, owners
of a combined 66 majors, and
that trio would cede space to
others.
That time, it seems, is now -
and Alcaraz and Sinner are
beginning to separate
themselves from the rest.
"These two guys will win
many, many Grand Slams.
How many? That's the
question. Of course, they will
be the best for 10 years, I
imagine - Alcaraz and Sinner. I
have no doubt about it," said
Richard Gasquet, a three-time
major semifinalist, including
twice at Wimbledon. "They
will be the future of the game.
... The new generation is
coming."
Gasquet, a 38-year-old
Frenchman who got to No. 7
in the rankings, knows all too

well the difficulties of being a
professional tennis player
during the era of the so-called
Big Three of men's tennis. The
opponents in his three losses
in Grand Slam semifinals?
Federer, Nadal and Djokovic,
once each.
But Federer, now 42, played
the last match of his 20-Slam-
trophy career in 2021. Nadal,
38, lost in the first round at the
French Open - where he
claimed 14 of his 22 major
championships - and then
opted to miss Wimbledon so
he could focus on preparing
for the Paris Olympics that
start in late July; he has dealt
with a string of injuries that
included a hip operation last
year.
And Djokovic? The owner of a
men's-record 24 Grand Slam
titles needed to pull out of the
French Open before the
quarterfinals after tearing the
meniscus in his right knee and
having surgery. As of

Thursday, he still was gauging
whether his knee had healed
enough for him to compete at
the All England Club, where
his streak of four consecutive
trophies ended last year in a
five-set loss to Alcaraz in the
final.
Sinner was eliminated by
Djokovic at Wimbledon each
of the past two years, in the
2022 quarterfinals and 2023
semifinals. But Sinner won
their two most recent
matchups, at last year's Davis
Cup Finals and in this year's
Australian Open semifinals.
Both Alcaraz and Sinner excel
at court coverage and big
hitting. Both bring excitement,
too, whether it's Alcaraz's
creative shot-making or
Sinner's all-out dives along the
way to his first career grass-
court title at Halle, Germany,
in June, a rare instance of a
man winning his first
tournament after making his
debut at No. 1.
"No one has ever played like
Alcaraz. No chance. And
Sinner? The same thing," said
Mats Wilander, a seven-time
Slam champ in the 1980s.
"They're like, Whoa! What and
where did they come from?'"
Alcaraz and Sinner realize
they are well-positioned to
take over.
They're also aware that they've
only just started down a path
to possible greatness.
"We have to see what we do
from now on," Sinner said,
"(and) do it year after year
after year after year.
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Germany takes on Denmark in the
round of 16 at Euro 2024 on

Saturday. Germany will have to make
changes in defense for the game as it tries
to carry the host-nation buzz deeper into
the knockout stages. Kickoff is at 9 p.M.
Local (1900 GMT) in Dortmund. Here's
what to know about the match:
Match facts- This is the only game in the
round of 16 that features two unbeaten
teams. Germany finished top of Group A
with wins over Scotland and Hungary
and a draw with Switzerland. Denmark
drew all of its games against Slovenia,
England and Serbia.
- Germany was eliminated by eventual
runner-up England in the round of 16 at
Euro 2020 and hasn't won a knockout

game at a major tournament since Euro
2016. 
- Denmark went all the way to the
semifinals at Euro 2020 before losing to
England, its biggest success since
winning the European title in 1992.
- Three games into its Euro 2024
campaign, the German team hasn't yet
ignited quite the same kind of patriotic
fervor that it had at the 2006 World Cup.
Flags have been popping up across the
country and crowds in the stadiums are
vocal, though, so a win over Denmark
for a quarterfinal spot could build
momentum.
Team news- Germany will have to
rethink the center of defense following a
one-game suspension for Jonathan Tah
and a hamstring injury for Antonio
Rüdiger. Nico Schlotterbeck is set to

replace Tah, while Waldemar Anton
could make his first Euro 2024
appearance if Rüdiger can't play.
- Danish midfielder Morten Hjulmand -
no relation to coach Kasper Hjulmand -
is suspended after picking up two yellow
cards. Thomas Delaney could replace
him.
- With six days between its last group
game and the clash with Denmark,
Germany had the benefit of extra rest.
Coach Julian Nagelsmann gave his
players a day off with their families
Tuesday. Denmark was playing that day
and had two days fewer to rest.
By the numbers- Kai Havertz is on
course to make his 50th appearance for
Germany. He has started all of
Germany's games so far at Euro 2024.
Teammate Joshua Kimmich can play his
90th international game. 
- Striker Niclas Füllkrug has scored 13
goals in 19 games for Germany and,
being a Borussia Dortmund player,
should get an especially warm reception
from the Dortmund crowd.
- Denmark hasn't beaten Germany since
2007, but three of their last four games
have been draws. The most recent was 1-
1 in a Euro 2020 warmup.
What they're saying- "I think the stadium
is something very special because it's
simply the biggest in Germany, the most
atmospheric in Germany. ... We have
triggered a little euphoria in Germany
and are now trying to spread it. And I
think if we play a good game, then all the
fans will be happy and can cheer us on."
- Germany defender Nico Schlotterbeck,
who plays his club soccer in Dortmund.
"I really love football here in Germany.
And playing against Germany there, with
the Danish team - can't be better, I can't
wait. It's a great team. But we are great
team as well. And when we play big
nations we always step up.
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Here's a quiz question:
What do the 2022 World

Cup final, the 2021 African
Cup of Nations final, the 2020
European Championship final
and the 2016 Copa America
final have in common?
Answer: They were all settled
by a penalty shootout.
Like it or not, the shootout -
that tense battle of wills over 12
yards (11 meters) - has
increasingly become a huge
part of soccer, an unavoidable
feature of the knockout stage in
the biggest competitions.
Added to the laws of the game
in 1970, penalty shootouts
have marred careers (Roberto
Baggio has never gotten over
his miss in the 1994 World Cup
final), spawned pizza adverts
(Gareth Southgate starred in
one after his decisive failure
from the spot at Euro 1996)
and, in Lionel Messi's case at
the most recent World Cup,
earned a win that definitively
secures a player a place in the
pantheon of soccer greats.
It's why those who delve into
the psychology and science of
soccer are perplexed why this
tiebreaker system has been -
and continues to be -

overlooked by many teams,
especially in these data-driven
times.
"There are so many things you
can do to prepare your team
for penalties, to train them for
penalties, to help your players
and team cope with the
pressure of penalties," says Geir
Jordet, professor at the
Norwegian School of Sport
Sciences and author of the
recently published book,
"Pressure: Lessons from the
Psychology of the Penalty
Shootout." 
"You can do this as an
individual, as a team, as a
manager," he said.
The theory that penalty
shootouts are a "lottery" is well
worn and oft-repeated, with
recently departed Chelsea
manager Mauricio Pochettino
saying just that in December
after winning a cup game.
Johan Cruyff, the late Dutch
maestro, gave short shrift to
the idea that teams can prepare

for spot kicks.
"Taking penalties in training is
useless," he said in 2000. "The
penalty is a unique skill outside
of football."
Cruyff subscribed to the

philosophy that a player can
never simulate the pressure of a
penalty shootout - that initial
wait in the center circle, that
long walk to the penalty spot,
those few seconds face-to-face

with the goalkeeper - on the
training field.
Just this year, France coach
Didier Deschamps railed
against an attempt by the
French Football Federation to

come up with an initiative to
improve the team's
performance in shootouts.
France lost in them in the last
16 at Euro 2020 and in the
2022 World Cup final against
Argentina.
"I'm convinced - and my past
as a player gives me this
information - that it's
impossible," Deschamps said,
"to recreate a situation, on a
psychological level, between
training and a match."
Jordet acknowledged that, but
said it's "absurd" to not try to
simulate these pressure
situations in training.
"There are studies showing that
training with mild anxiety will
prepare you and help you
perform better under
conditions of high anxiety," he
said, before looking at other
professions and areas of work.
"If you look at military training
- in peacetime, which is what
we're used to, should they train
for war activities and the

pressure and stress of being in
a conflict, or should they just
sit back and say we cannot
simulate the pressure and the
stress of being in an active
firefight? That's absurd. It's the
same case with pilots or if you
look at surgeons or ER
doctors."
Jordet has looked specifically at
penalty shootouts at the last
World Cup and how coaches
managed the two minutes they
had with their players between
extra time finishing and the
shootout starting. He noted the
winning teams, "without
exception," were those whose
coaches took the shortest time
giving their instructions.
In the final, Argentina coach
Lionel Scaloni's nomination
process took 15 seconds, Jordet
said, because his team was
prepared.
"Deschamps," Jordet added,
"spent almost 20 seconds
considering who should take
the shot for each of his penalty

takers, looking around,
showing basically how little
clarity he had about what to do.
It was probably something his
players would pick up on as
well."
EUROS HISTORY
There have been 22 shootouts
at the Euros, including four in
1996 and 2020. Of the 232
shots taken in the shootouts,
178 were successful - a 76.7%
success rate. That fits the data
models which typically say the
expected success of a penalty is
0.76 (that is, 76 out of 100
penalties would typically be
scored).
GO FIRST OR SECOND?
So much for the widely held
perception that the team going
second in a shootout is at a
disadvantage for being under
extra pressure. The latest major
study of penalties, covering
men's competitions in
European soccer over the last
11 years, showed the winning
percentage of the team
shooting first in penalty kicks
was 48.83. Jordet said the
advantage has "progressively
and dramatically shrunk"
compared to older research,
some of which said there was
around a 60% chance of the
team going first winning.
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Former India cricketer
Sarandeep Singh feels the
“unplayable” spin

combination of Kuldeep Yadav
and Axar Patel will be too
much for the South Africans to
handle during the T20 World
Cup final in Bridgetown,
Barbados on Saturday.
Wrist spinner Kuldeep has
taken 10 wickets in four games
with a best of 3/19, while Axar
has grabbed eight from seven
games with a best of 3/23.
Both left-arm spinners are
expected to play in the final.
“If you ask me, who are the
two players who will win it for
India in the final, I will say
Kuldeep Yadav and Axar Patel.
They are outright match-
winners in spin-friendly
conditions,” Sarandeep told
PTI Videos on Friday.
“We are having at the world’s
best spinners at the moment.
Look at the way Kuldeep and
Axar came in, they are
winning all the games. They
are unplayable. Everyone is
talking about Kuldeep. He is
going to destroy the South
African middle order.
“He has done it against
Australia (in Super 8s) and

England (in semifinals). Now
it’s the turn of South Africa.
Axar is also a very dangerous
slow left-arm orthodox
bowler. An outright match-
winner. Indian spinners will
win the final.”
India and South Africa are
coming into the final having
not lost a single match in the
World Cup. While South
Africa won all their eight
games, India were victorious
in seven as the tie against
Canada in Florida was washed
out due to rain.
Sarandeep, who played three
Tests and five ODIs, added
that Axar and Kuldeep would
be even more potent on the
spin-friendly Bridgetown
wicket.
“Axar starts getting wickets
from the sixth over. It’s not
easy for Axar to bowl in
powerplay. He comes, bowls,
and makes things easy for the
rest of the bowlers. Kuldeep
and Axar are complementing
each other so well.
“The wickets in West Indies
are not easy to play especially
if you have world-class
spinners like Kuldeep and
Axar. It was not easy for
England, it will not be easy for
South Africa as well,”

Sarandeep observed.
The former India off-spinner
added that skipper Rohit
Sharma was spot on in his
assessment of Caribbeans
conditions and opted for four
spinners.
“Rohit opted for four spinners
but (Yuzvendra) Chahal is not
in the scheme of things. The
reason is, others have done
their job exceedingly well.
(Ravindra) Jadeja is the senior-
most player but he is not
coming into powerplay. Axar
knows how to bowl in these
conditions. He is the best
option for us to bowl into the
powerplay. He is giving the
results as well,” he added.
On whether South African
spinners Keshav Maharaj and
Tabraiz Shamsi could also
trouble the Indian batters,
Sarandeep said, “Yes they will.
Keshav and Shamsi are also
very good. Let’s see how
Indian batsmen handle the
spinners.
“India has a very strong
middle order. India has left-
handers like Rishabh Pant,
Shivam Dube, Axar, and
Jadeja. Four left-handers in the
middle order. It will be
interesting to see how Maharaj
and Shamsi are going to tackle

them. And vice-versa. This
will be a big challenge for them
also.”
Sarandeep added that India
has the best batting and
bowling lineup in the world.
“Bumrah’s economy is 3.5 or
3.6. This is so unreal. Other
bowlers go over 9 or 10. Even
after eight games, his economy
is 3.5. This is so unreal. What
else can you ask from him?
India is the favourites not only
in batting but bowling as well.”
The former cricketer played
down Virat Kohli’s lack of
form. Virat has scored only 76
runs in seven innings.
“Virat is waiting for the final to
perform. He is a world-class
player, no doubt. He is
mentally very strong. He is a
team man. He is playing for
the team. And there is some
plan given to him.
“Normally he opens only in
the IPL. But here he had been
given a clear-cut role. Virat is
trying to hit from the first ball
and trying to put more
pressure on the bowlers. But
somehow he is getting out
quickly. But I am not worried
about him. He is a big-match
player. And that big game is
coming. His big innings is
coming against South Africa.” 

Proteas will succumb to unplayable Axar, Kuldeep in final: Sarandeep 
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Admitting that they were
completely outplayed by

India in the T20 World Cup
semifinal, England skipper
Jos Buttler said in hindsight it
was a tactical mistake on his
part to not bowl Moeen Ali
on a turning Providence pitch
here.
Indian spin twin of Axar Patel
and Kuldeep Yadav claimed
three wickets each as the
defending champions folded
for 103 in 16.4 overs in their
pursuit of 172 in a rain-
interrupted semi-final here
on Thursday.
“Yeah, disappointing. I think
we were outplayed by India.
They fully deserved the
victory,” Buttler said in the
post-match media
interaction.
“They had an above-par
score. I was hoping to restrict
them to 145-150 probably on
that pitch. It was always going
to be a tough chase from
there.”
Having won the toss, the
England skipper went in with
an unchanged XI and it was
Adil Rashid and Liam
Livingstone who were his
chosen spinners, overlooking
Moeen Ali perhaps to deal
with the damp conditions.
Rashid and Livingstone
conceded just 49 runs in their
eight overs with the former
also ending the explosive
innings of India skipper Rohit
Sharma for a 39-ball 57 in the
14th over.
Asked if there was a failure of
plans or execution, Buttler
said: “A little bit of both. I
thought they played well as
well. I thought we bowled a
little bit without luck in the
power play, a few close calls
there.
“But, yes, I think the benefit
of hindsight and reflecting, I

would have got Moeen (Ali)
in the game of course. So, yes,
bits and pieces here and
there,” Buttler admitted.
The ball was turning viciously
and staying low as Rohit
placed close-in fielders that
resembled playing Tests in
India.
“I think everyone knew what
to expect from this wicket. I
think traditionally the bounce
is low. And yeah, I thought
India played really well and
they played the conditions
better than we did.”
Asked about their playing
combination, Buttler said:
“We thought long and hard
about selection, about
whether we kept the same
balance that had been
working well, or did we need
four seamers on that
particular wicket. That was a
really tough call that we made
and we ended up sticking
with what we had.” 

“India played a really good
game of cricket, whatever
team or whatever happened at
the toss -- they were going to
be a tough team to beat and
we had to be at our best if we
were going to win the game
and we were short of our best
today.”
India will face South Africa in
the final and Buttler feels it
will be a game of close
margins. “The two top sides
in the final is going to be a
game of small margins and it’s
going to be a great game. Two
really good teams,” he said.
The Buttler-led side managed
to beat only one Test playing
nation -- West Indies -- in this
tournament and were on the
brink of early elimination
after a washout against
Scotland and a defeat to
Australia in the group stage.
However, Australia handed
them a lifeline by beating
Scotland and they narrowly

managed to make the Super
8s beating Namibia via DLS
method.
“Reaching a semi-final of a
World Cup is an achievement.
We wanted to obviously go all
the way. That was what we
came here for,” said Buttler,
who led them to the T20
World Cup title in 2022 after
taking over white-ball
captaincy from Eoin Morgan.
“We faced lots of challenges
and adversity throughout the
whole tournament and we’ve
stuck together well and played
well enough to get to this
stage. But unfortunately, at
this stage, we’ve fallen short.”
“I think everyone has made
progress and we’ve played
well and not well enough, but
I think the stuff that we’ve
been doing behind the scenes,
the way we’ve prepared, the
way we’ve trained, the way
we’ve played in patches has
been really good.
“There’s a lot of talent in the
team. And yes, we came up
against a top team today in
these conditions,” he said.
Asked if there would be fresh
faces the next time, he said:
“Yeah, I think... I can’t do that.
I haven’t taken in the defeat.
Very much thinking about
this game and what happened
and yeah, I think they say
there’s some time between
today and the next matches,
and we can see what
happens.”
On his future plans and
whether he would stay on as
captain until the Champions
Trophy in Pakistan in
February, he said: “To be
honest, I’m just looking
forward to some time away
from the game.
“As I sit here, emotional after
a loss, I don’t need to dive too
deep into it right now. I just
look forward to some space
from the game.”
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His exploits in the powerplay
set up India’s massive win

over England and left-arm spin-
ner Axar Patel said keeping
things simple was the key as it
helped him make life difficult for
rival batters “without doing any-
thing extraordinary”.
Coming in to bowl in the fourth
over, Axar (3/23) removed
England skipper Jos Buttler off
his very first delivery before dis-
missing Jonny Bairstow and
Moeen Ali in consecutive overs
to derail England’s chase as they
eventually folded for 103 in
pursuit of 172 in the T20 World
Cup semifinals here on
Thursday.
“Obviously in powerplay, it is
difficult (to bowl) but when you
know that you are getting help
from the wicket, then without
thinking much, without doing
anything extraordinary, I
thought that the more I keep it
simple, the easier it would be for
me,” Axar said during the post-
match press conference.

“We spoke in the dressing room
that it’s not an easy wicket (for
batting), and I knew that the
batsmen will charge at me. It
wasn’t going to be easy to hit me
down the ground and also (they)
couldn’t hit off the back foot
because the ball wasn’t coming
on the bat.
“So my plan was to make it dif-
ficult for them, force them to
think of playing some other
shots, and, that’s what hap-

pened on the first ball. So that
was the plan.”
Axar sent his first ball from
round the wicket and Buttler,
looking for the reverse-sweep,
ended up lobbing it up for
wicketkeeper Rishabh Pant to do
the rest.
“I hadn’t really planned to get a
wicket on the first ball. My
mindset was to put the ball in
the right areas. Obviously, when
you play knockouts, you want to
start and finish well with the first
and last ball,” said Axar, who was
adjudged the Player-of-the-
Match.
“I think it was difficult to hit big
shots, to sweep and reverse
sweep because some balls was
keeping low on this wicket, so
you can’t connect it so easily.”
India scored 171 for 7 after being
asked to take first strike and
Axar said they were confident of
defending the total.
“I think 170 was a par score, we
could defend it. Rohit bhai said
after he finished batting that it
was very difficult to hit big shots
because the odd ball was spin-

ning, it was staying low and skid-
ding as well.
“When we made 170, we knew
that we had scored 10-15 runs
extra, which we could have
defended.”
Batting at number eight, Axar
also hit a six during his 10-run
cameo and he said it gave him
an idea about the nature of the
surface as the pacers were bowl-
ing slower balls in the death
overs.
“Obviously, I got a clue from that
(batting) as to what I could do
and what I couldn’t. When I
went to bat, everyone was bowl-
ing slower, the ball was not com-
ing at the speed I wanted so I
couldn’t connect properly. So
giving pace would have made it
easy for them. It was important
to hit the ball at a good area.
“It’s also about pressure. When
you are chasing, and you know
that the wicket is helping the
bowlers, as an opener, or anyone
in the top four, they think of
cashing in on the powerplay as
much as possible but it didn’t
work out.”
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Dashing India opener Shafali Verma
smashed the fastest double-century in

the history of women’s Test cricket,
eclipsing Annabel Sutherland of Australia
during the one-off Test against South
Africa here on Friday.
Shafali, 20, scored her double ton off just
194 balls, bettering Sutherland’s feat,
which came off 248 balls against South
Africa earlier this year. Shafali also became
the second Indian after former skipper
Mithali Raj to hit a double century in Test
cricket after almost 22 long years here.
Mithali’s 214 had come off 407 balls and
the former India skipper achieved during

the drawn second Test against England at
Taunton in August, 2022.
Shafali struck 23 fours and eight
maximums during her attacking knock.
She brought up her twin ton with
consecutive sixes of off-spinner Delmi
Tucker, followed by a single.
Shafali was finally run out at 205 off 197
balls.
Besides, her opening partner Smriti
Mandhana also made an attacking 149 off
161 balls with the help of 27 boundaries
and one six to stitch a formidable opening
partnership of 292 runs, which came off in
just 52 overs. India are going great guns
against South Africa on the opening day
scoring at close to a run-a-ball.
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New Delhi,(PTI)

This Saturday afternoon in
Barbados, no Indian fan

would want Rohit Sharma to
drag his jaded body towards
the dug-out trying to hide a
tear welling up at the corner
of his eye.
No Indian fan would want to
revisit Virat Kohli’s blank
stare towards the podium
where the coveted ODI World
Cup trophy rested exactly
seven months and 10 days
back.
What they would surely want
is to see the two greats do a
memorable tango in probably
their ‘Last Dance’ in the
game’s shortest format, at
least in India colours.
If one understands the drift of

Indian cricket’s ecosystem,
whether it is the BCCI
mandarins or the national
selectors, they want the troika
of Kohli, Rohit and also
Ravindra Jadeja to go out on a
high from the format.
This is because next month’s
Zimbabwe series would
certainly usher in a new dawn
keeping in mind the 2026 T20
World Cup in India.
To prepare for any global
trophy, the core needs to be
finalised two years in advance
and in 2026, a 39-year-old
Rohit or a nearly 38-year-old
Kohli or even Jadeja are
unlikely to fit in.
At this point, with the focus
firmly on the final, no one
wants to use the sensitive ‘R’
word as far as T20Is are

concerned but it is believed
that if India can beat South
Africa in Barbados on
Saturday, both skipper Rohit
and Kohli would know that in
this format, they have nothing
more left to achieve.
There may or may not be a

formal announcement as they
would continue be a part of
IPL, where they are still two of
the biggest brands apart from
Mahendra Singh Dhoni and
the non-cricketer -- Shah
Rukh Khan.
For Kohli, it will be the

completion a of cycle with all
three ICC white-ball trophies
(2011 ODI World Cup, 2013
Champions Trophy) in his
cabinet.
Just like Mahela Jayawardene
and Kumar Sangakkara
decided immediately after
beating India in that 2014 T20
World Cup final that they
would both quit the shortest
format, one doesn’t know if
the two greats would do
something similar.
Kohli and Rohit, the two
generational talents with 8334
T20I runs, six centuries, 69
fifties and 119 catches
between them are the last
bridge between the old and
new and they both deserve to
be in the same frame with that
trophy in hand.
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